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Introduction
Increasing population and human activity in the region of the ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area
Reserve on the island of Maui has created a need for increased management planning and action
along the coastline. An advisory group charged by DLNR(Department of Land and Natural
Resources) with making recommendations on how to protect the South Maui coastline and nearshore waters from growing numbers of visitors said that a long-term plan is needed, but action
must be taken immediately at ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u to stem the tide of human impacts (Monson 2005).
Closures of most of the area have been recommended (Monson 2006). Commercial kayak
activity within the reserve was banned in 2004. This reduced visitor usage for several years
despite an increase in the promotion of shoreline activities by visitor publications. By 2006,
increasing visitor counts surpassed previous levels. The restriction of kayak activity was justified
in part by an extensive human use study conducted by the Hawai‘i Wildlife Fund in response to
concerns of overuse and to document human use patterns within the ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area
Reserve. A continuation of this assessment was subsequently initiated in September 2004 by the
Hawai‘i Tourism Authority (Vann et al. 2006). The Makai Watch Program monitored human use
until May, 2008. According to this data, over 20,000 visitors a month visit the reserve (Vann et
al. 2006). A large part of the closures were based on DLNR Advisory Group advice followed by
a NARS Commission recommendation. The foundation for these recommendations came from
the DLNR Hierarchy of Use Policy where commercial activity is ranked below people or
resources. The NARS designation and stringent regulations also protects these resources against
impacts.
Ranger Matt Ramsey, in the interest of developing a plan to increase understanding of the
inshore ecosystem in relation to human use, approached the Hawai‘i Visitor Bureau for funds to
help in the process. He initiated meetings with Maui Division of Aquatic Resource experts
Skippy Hau and Russ Sparks that led to collaboration with the Hawai‘i Coral Reef Assessment
and Monitoring Program (CRAMP). A three phase program was developed in order to produce
the information that would meet future management needs. Phase I was given high priority and
involved field surveys of the shoreline to establish trampling sensitivity (Rodgers and Jokiel
2007). Phase II, subject of this report, involved gathering of all relevant data on the inshore
marine environment. During Phase III, the inshore fish, corals and other biota were quantified
along with environmental information at each site (Jokiel et al. in preparation). The quantitative
data gathered in the third phase will be used to further describe and assess the biological
resources of the inshore areas off ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u. The first three reports will provide the
information base for other documents that will summarize various aspects of the ecology of
‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u. These data are essential for future planning and other management needs.
Information concerning the marine environment of ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u was fragmentary and
scattered. Recognizing that an important part of developing an ecological evaluation of the area
was a comprehensive compilation of all available information relevent to ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u and
producing a report and data base that is readily available and can be maintained and disseminated
readily in digital format. The information collected in this initial effort will subsequently be
combined with field surveys in the development of an ongoing ecological assessment of the
inshore area in a manner that is useful in long-term monitoring and dealing with management
problems.
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Methodology
Maps
Map information is most useful if provided in a Geographic Information System (GIS) format.
A synthesis of mapping data from numerous sources was undertaken. Data used to generate
maps and/or map descriptions included in the accompanying DVD were derived from various
sources including:
The State of Hawai‘i Office of Planning Statewide GIS Program
(http://hawaii.gov/dbedt/gis/)
The Hawaii Statewide Planning and Geographic Information System Program is an endeavor to
establish and encourage the use of GIS technology in the Hawai‘i State Government. This site
aids users to efficiently collect, store, control and display geo-referenced information. Users of
these layers can download and analyze these data. Layers provide the ability to overlay and
combine different levels of information to perform various functions. This is a multi-agency
effort that combines spatial data with associated attribute information to assist in spatial data
analyses for enhanced decision making includes several state governmental agencies. The Office
of Planning (OP), an agency of the Department of Business, Economic Development and
Tourism (DBEDT) is mandated to plan and coordinate efforts. The Information and
Communication Services Division (ICSD) of the Department of Accounting and General
Services has been involved in this effort with the responsibility for computer system and
networking planning, consultation, support, operation and supervision of the centralized server.
Other State agencies that have an interest in the development and continuation of this program
include the Departments of Agriculture, Accounting and General Services, Defense, Education,
Hawaiian Home Lands, Health and Human Services, Land and Natural Resources, and
Transportation. Since a multitude of state agencies use this technology and benefit from this GIS
program a centralized database is essential. This allows sharing of information and applications
to reduce redundancy among state agencies improving overall competence and efficacy in
decision and policy making.
The NOAA-NOS Center for Coastal Monitoring and Assessment Biogeography Program
(http://ccma.nos.noaa.gov/ecosystems/coralreef/main8hi_mapping.html)
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) National Ocean Service (NOS)
Biogeography Program was developed in 1999 to map, evaluate, record, and monitor coral reef
ecosystems under U.S. jurisdiction. This was mandated following recommendations from the
Coral Reef Task Force (CRTF) in response to the Mapping Implementation Plan developed by
the Mapping and Information Synthesis Working Group (MISWG). The Biogeography Branch
developed and implemented complete digital coral-reef ecosystem maps. With collaboration
from other governmental and private agencies, including the Hawai‘i Department of Land and
Natural Resources, biotic resources and long-term monitoring programs have been instituted. A
fundamental step in the creation of benthic habitat maps was to build a habitat classification
scheme. Eleven zones consisting of 27 unique habitat types were mapped into a GIS with the use
of orthorectified aerial and hyperspectral imagery. Mapping of features covered a 790 km2 area.
This included unconsolidated sediment (204 km2), submerged vegetation (171 km2), and coral
reef and colonized hardbottom (415 km2). Supplemental data created included digital scans of
original aerial photos, geographically referenced mosaics, and supporting information.
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Hawai‘i Island (IKONOS) Imagery for the Eight Main Hawaiian Islands
http://www.coris.noaa.gov/metadata/records/html/hawaii_ikonos_421-0824_2000.html
IKONOS imagery first available to the public in 2000 is obtained from a commercial global
observation satellite. Data is publicly available with high-resolution of 1 and 4 meters. It offers
multi-spectral imaging that captures spectral information in the visible range and outside the
visible range at a four meter pixel resolution. It also includes panchromatic imaging that
combines all wavelengths to producing a highly realistic image. All imagery has been taken
under favorable conditions and processed to reduce atmospheric and ocean effects. This imagery
was obtained by the National Ocean Service in collaboration with the National Centers for
Coastal Ocean Science, the Center for Coastal Monitoring and Assessment, the University of
Hawai‘i, and Analytical Laboratories of Hawaii, LLC to produce the Hawai‘i Island Imagery for
the Eight Main Hawaiian Islands . The goal of the project was to develop coral reef mapping
methodology to evaluate benthic habitat maps created with the use of aerial photography,
hyperspectral and satellite imagery.
The USGS Pacific Coral Reefs Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) mapping Program
http://coralreefs.wr.usgs.gov/mapping_lidar.html
The LIDAR light detection and ranging technique is a laser-ranging method used to acquire
high-resolution topographic information. The Scanning Hydrographic Operational Airborne
LIDAR Survey system (SHOALS) accumulates high-resolution bathymetric information. Maps
provide sea-floor topographic relief for reefs, channels, and sand areas. LIDAR is available from
sea surface to approximately 35 meters depth. The level of structural complexity revealed in
LIDAR maps cannot be derived from other types of imagery.
The Hawai‘i Coastal Geology Group (http://www.soest.hawaii.edu/coasts/data/index.html)
The University of Hawai‘i’s Coastal Geology Group under the direction of Dr. Chip Fletcher is
comprised of a group of research scientists, technicians, and students within the School of
Ocean Science and Technology’s Department of Geology and Geophysics. This group
researches shoreline change, carbonate and reef geology, and sediment and coastal dynamics.
The goal of this group is to improve the understanding of coastal change at various spatial and
temporal scales to facilitate research and management needs.
Landsat Imagery (http://www.csc.noaa.gov/crs and http://landsat.usgs.gov/resource.html)
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) combine efforts to manage the Landsat Program. Landsat satellites have collected
global data from space since 1972. This remote sensing program evolves as newer technology
becomes available. Ladsat images included in this project were collected from the NOAA
Coastal Services Center. Original format is an IMG file with imagery projection information in
UTM Zone 4 meters and GRS80 NAD83 30 meter resolution. IMG files are raster files created
by ERDAS IMAGINE for use with ERDAS IMAGINE Hierarchal File Format (HFA) structure.
GeoTIFF images with an associated world file (.tfw) include georeferencing information for use
within a GIS. The large size requires zipped files for downloading. In order to be useful for our
needs these images have been converted to high quality JPEG format using Photoshop software.
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NOAA/NOS Aerial Photographs (http://biogeo.nos.noaa.gov/products/data/photos)
NOAA/NOS provide true color diapositive photos. Aerial images were acquired by the
NOAA/NOS Benthic Habitat Mapping Program during 2000 at a scale of 1:24,000. Extent of
the imagery includes all shoreline of the eight main Hawaiian Islands. These photographs were
scanned, copied, organized, and archived at the Pacific Disaster Center (PDC) managed by the
University of Hawai‘i. Additional flight lines were collected by PDC in 2002. These photos can
be queried, viewed, and downloaded through Image Finder developed by NOS's Biogeography
Program.
Data Processing
The mapping data were processed on the Coral Reef Assessment and Monitoring Program
(CRAMP) Dell Precision Workstation 670 with an Intel Xeon Dual 3.0GHz Central Processing
Unit and 2.75 GB Random Access Memory. This unit has a 1.66 Terabyte Storage capacity.
The CRAMP workstation includes Dual ViewSonic VP211b on NVIDIA Quadro FX 3400/4400
monitors. Software used in the processing of maps, descriptions, and literature is as follows:
• Microsoft Office Professional Edition 2003 SP2
• Garmin GPSmap 76CSx
• DNRGarmin Version 5.1.1
• Garmin MapSource Version 6.10.2
• Adobe Acrobat Reader 8
• ScanSoft Professional PDF Converter 4.0
• Adobe Photoshop Elements 3.0
Geographic data were downloaded from the above listed sources and processed with ArcMap.
All layers and associated tables were grouped into broad categories and assigned unique
symbols. No geoprocessing was performed except in two layers. The geographic place names
and the reserve boundaries layers were clipped for ease of cartographic manipulation. Layers not
included in each map were stripped and final maps generated. The project file was saved as an
.mxd file and pdf and tiff format images were exported. A metadata document was compiled
from the consolidated list of layers used in maps.
Literature search
Available information on file at the NARS Honolulu and Maui offices was obtained and
reviewed. Several articles were originally listed as “On file with NARS office,” but were not
found there. Additional literature searches were conducted at the University of Hawai‘i Mānoa
library and online using web-based tools. Many of the documents that were located are
unpublished reports. Authors and organizations were contacted to obtain these reports. All
known references were eventually located and scanned into PDF using an EPSON V700 PHOTO
scanning system and ScanSoft PDF Converter Professional (version 4.1) software for inclusion
in the digital appendix to this report. Each reference was reviewed for content and summarized
for inclusion in the annotated bibliography.
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Results
GIS Maps, Descriptions, and Properties
Boundaries of data sets differ for each map generated. All maps include some area outside of
NARS for comparative purposes. Different types of base imagery were used depending on the
overlaying data. Map properties included for each map were generated by ArcMap.
Eighteen maps showing 48 layers with pertinent information and attribute descriptions are
included. Maps are listed below in alphabetical order.
1) Ahupua‘a
2) Archeological Sites
3) Aquatic Layers
4) Bathymetric Slope and Hillshade
5) Benthic Habitat
6) Coastal Resources
7) Conservation District Subzones
8) CRAMP Sites
9) Kipuka and Cave Assessment
10) Land Ownership
11) Land Use
12) Miscellaneous Marine Features
13) Other Habitats
14) Rain and Solar
15) Reserve Vicinity Roads and Trails
16) Soil
17) Trampling Sensitivity
18) Water Quality and Marine Managed Areas
Physical, biological, and environmental layers used in creating GIS maps.
Hydro-geological
National Wetlands
Watersheds
Aquifers (DLNR)
Aquifers (DOH)
Water Quality classification
Geological
Kipuka
Cave assessment
Geographical
Geographic place names
Reserve boundaries
Aerial imagery
Maui parcels
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Hawaiian Homelands
Large landowners
Marine Natural Area Reserve
Reserve boundary
Land Polygon
Land Hillshade
Land use/Land cover
Meteorological
Rainfall Contours,
Rain Gauge Locations,
Solar Radiation Levels
Oceanographic
Ocean
Bathymetry
CRAMP/RAT data
Marine managed areas
Monitoring sites
Biological
Critical habitats – Blackburn sphinx moth
Threatened/endangered species
Water bird habitat range
Whale habitat
Benthic Habitats
Trampling Sensitivity Index
Cultural/ Historic
Fish ponds
Anchialine pools
Ahupua‘a
Human Use
Cables
Hi-volume public trails
SW trail
NW trail
Mauka trails
Major roads
Na Ala Hele state trail
Fishing
Snorkeling
Navigation aids
Ocean recreation zone
Ocean recreation area
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Discussion
The intent of this report is to compile all spatial data and literature currently available for the
‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u NAR in one location as a reference source and to help facilitate management
planning needs. Included in this report and accompanying data disc are 32 marine articles and
22 terrestrial articles encompassing research conducted at ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u NAR Eighteen maps
with map descriptions and map properties in GIS format were generated from 48 map layers.
These layers were derived from the State of Hawai‘i GIS database, NOAA imagery, Garcia and
Associates GIS data, and the Coral Reef Assessment and Monitoring Program data. GIS
Metadata is included in Appendix I. The data collated in this report will assist management and
research efforts in that it will save considerable time in searching for and correlating existing
information. The information collected in this phase will also be used in further investigations
gathering baseline data of biological populations in nearshore waters within the reserve. This
baseline will be compared to subsequent monitoring efforts to assess the effectiveness of
management decisions following closure of a major portion of the reserve beginning August 1,
2008 and remaining in effect for a two-year period.
Future projects recommended to expand the database include:
•

Spatial locations of all anchialine ponds within the reserve should be identified and
digitized. A comprehensive database of anchialine pools is currently being undertaken
by Ranger, Matt Ramsey in GIS format.

•

Detailed aerial photography of the entire reserve would complement the aerial kite
surveys conducted by the archeological firm Garcia and Associates in Maunakala in
2007. This will aid in more accurate identification and measurements of all cultural and
natural features within the reserve.

•

Continued data collection of long-term monitoring sites by the Division of Aquatic
Resources and CRAMP.

•

Quantification of ‘opihi populations within the reserve as well as in adjacent and
comparable areas outside the reserve boundaries. These surveys should be comparable
to prior DAR surveys for statistical comparison.

•

Baseline data of all natural, geological, and cultural resources and human use impacts for
the entire reserve should be collected. Biological baselines provide a foundation from
which to compare any future transitions and elucidate patterns of decline that may
require management protection. These baselines also prove useful in evaluating existing
programs.
Invertebrate taxonomy to document the diversity and uniqueness of marine species will be
needed. There is a need to compile a detailed reference of voucher specimens collection housed
at Bishop Museum in a manner analogous to National Park Service policies. Otherwise there
will be uncertainties about many species identifications.
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Map # 1 Ahupua‘a
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‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve: Ahupua‘a Land Division Map Description
Introduction
The ahupua‘a is the basic component of the traditional system of Hawaiian resource
management. This unit of land extends from the mountains to the sea and usually includes a
complete watershed and including all nearshore marine resources. Customarily, each ahupua‘a
contained all the assets necessary for survival and was managed within an intricate social system
that sustained the population of each ahupua‘a. This became the organizational base of the
traditional Hawaiian cultural system (Kirch 1985, Burrows 1989, Kame‘eleihiwa 1992, Isaac
Harp, fisherman, Maui, pers. comm.). Complex social-spiritual controls on resource utilization
were an integral element of the system.
The ahupua‘a was primarily a unit of taxation. An alter (aha) was situated at the boundary of
each ahupua‘a resembling a pig's head (pua‘a), and gifts to the ruling chief was left there each
year during the makahiki festival (Valerio 1985; Handy & Handy 1991). Maintaining ecological
integrity and productivity of the unit led to higher productivity.
The ‘ili were smaller strips within the ahupua‘a representing a basic unit of land division.
Maka‘āinana (commoners) retained their presence on the ‘ili over extended periods of time.
Ahupua‘a were redistributed to secondary ali‘i (chiefs) after every major power struggle, so it
was common that the ali‘i of an ahupua‘a did not reside there (Kamakau 1961). For example,
there were periods when ali‘i from Maui controlled many of the O‘ahu ahupua’a (Handy &
Handy, 1991). By contrast, the ‘ili were populated by the same extended families (‘ohana) for
numerous generations. Similar to the ahupua‘a, a sustainable ‘ili also required inclusion of
diverse resources. It had to incorporate a part of the mountain, a piece of the valley, and a
section of the coastline. In the event that this was not possible in a single narrow mountain-toshore strip (‘ili pa‘a), then an ‘ili was set up as a disconnected sequence of two or three units (‘ili
lele) that provided the necessary components. It was possible that these separate pieces
comprising a single ‘ili could be in different ahupua’a. This was especially significant for
fishing, since it could mean that a family's traditional near shore gathering grounds may be some
distance from their mauka upland fields. Distinct from the ahupua‘a, the ‘ili seem to have had no
relationship to the taxation system, except that they were within the ahupua‘a, thus providing a
share of the ahupua‘a tribute. Furthermore, titles to ‘ili were not redistributed when new ali‘i
came to power.
The breakdown of the ahupua‘a system was precipitated by key cultural changes following
western contact. A key element in this breakdown was the redirection of the activities and
energies of the hoa‘āina (native tenants) in helping the ali‘i and their konohiki obtain foreign
trade goods (Handy and Pukui 1972). Contemporary writers including the historian Kuykendall
(1938) considered this redirection as one of the chief causes of food shortage, disease, and the
depopulation of the Hawaiian Kingdom prior to 1829 (Handy and Pukui 1972). Consequent
changes in land tenure led to an added collapse of the ahupua‘a as a social unit. The Great
Māhele ‘Āina, (land division) in 1848 was followed by the Kuleana Act in 1850, which
established fee simple ownership in which land could now be sold to parties with no historical
interest in supporting the ahupua‘a. These parcels could be severed from the cultural and
economic lifeline of the ahupua‘a. The transfer of land into private ownership resulted in
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formation of large plantations and with it a swift shift of ethnicity as foreign laborers were
brought in to work the plantations. Communities were fragmented which led to an erosion of
traditional management. New technology and unfamiliar concepts of resource exploitation
replaced centuries old sustainable practices. When the ahupua‘a concept of management first
began to break down, elements of the system still persisted in the marine environment. Between
1839 and 1859 King Kamehameha III (Kauikeaouli) codified fishing rights and divided the
fishing grounds amongst the Hawaiians. The konohiki and the tenants within the ahupua‘a were
granted fishing rights to the reef. In areas with no reef, fishing rights were given up to one mile
offshore. The konohiki could kapu a species of “fish” for his exclusive use or after consultation
with the people prohibit fishing during certain times of the year (MacKenzie 1991). Over 1,000
claims for ocean resources were filed with the Land Commission regarding residency and land
use practices during the Great Māhele. These fisheries records also documented testimonies of
ali‘i and konohiki awarded ahupua‘a. Public notice was issued involving the i‘a ho‘omalu (kapu
or protected fishes). Scores of information about the fisheries and traditional practices were
recorded in 1874 when the Commission of Boundaries was established to determine the
boundaries of each ahupua‘a awarded in the Great Māhele.
By the 1900’s, the connectivity between the land and the sea had all but disappeared with the
demise of the ahupua‘a fisheries. Today, the integrated coastal management concept in Hawai‘i
is partially derived from the ancient ahupua‘a system. There is a growing movement among
managers and within local communities towards the holistic approach to resource management
including the watershed, streams and coastal regions as integral interacting parts of the entire
ecosystem.
Currently, the ahupua‘a has no defined legal status in the State of Hawai‘i. However, a
resurgence of interest in the Hawaiian culture during recent years has led to widespread use of
the term ahupua‘a in reference to integrated management, based on individual watersheds and
their offshore waters. For instance, standards based curriculum development by the State of
Hawai‘i’s Department of Education presently includes the teaching of time-honored Hawaiian
values and cultural practices. With a focus on sustainability, “Project Ahupua‘a”, an integrated,
interdisciplinary program derived from ancient Hawaiian concepts (Hawai‘i Department of
Education www.k12.hi.us/~ahupuaa).
Attribute Description
Ahupua‘a
Maui has a total of 141 ahupua‘a. The ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve (NAR) intersects
three of these ahupua‘a. From west to east these include Kanahena, Kualapa, Mohopilo, and
Kalihi ahupua‘a. The total land area of Kanahena ahupua‘a is 1310 acres with 715 acres or
54.6% falling exclusively within the reserve. Kualapa ahupua‘a is comprised of 717 acres,
53.8% or 386 acres of which can be found within the reserve boundaries. Only a very small
portion of Mohopilo ahupua‘a falls within the western boundary of the NAR. Only 14.8% or
186 acres of the total 1260 acres of the Kalihi ahupua‘a are part of the reserve limits.
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Map Properties
Map Extent:
Included Layers:
Coordinate System:

Top 2,285,775.28422975 m, Right 772,698.976841901 m, Bottom
2,277,249.05111107 m, Left 761,536.791729597 m
Ahupua‛a, Maui Hillshade, Geographic Place Names, Reserve Boundary,
Land, Ocean
NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_4N
Projection: Transverse_Mercator
False_Easting: 500000.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: -159.000000
Scale_Factor: 0.999600
Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.000000
Linear Unit: Meter
GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983
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Map #2 Archeological Sites
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‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve: Archeological Sites
Introduction
Archeological investigation in Hawai’i began in the early twentieth century with work by
William Bringham and John Stokes. Since then archeological groups from Bishop museum,
University of Hawai‘i, and private institutions, have excavated several hundred sites throughout
the islands.
Most archeological sites consist of lava rock constructed platforms, walls, and terraced
structures. These sites were utilized for human habitat, agriculture and aquaculture, and as
culturally significant heiau.
‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u NAR contains numerous archeological sites along the southwest and northwest
coastal border. These traditional and cultural resource sites include canoe sheds, house
enclosures, heiau, kipuka, scattered artifacts, ponds, cave shelters, ‘a’a clinker walls, and trails.
Modified anchialine pools make up several of the archeological sites. Anchialine pools are
sometimes referred to as fishponds (loko i‘a), and served as a place to harvest bait (‘ōpae ‘ula),
enclosures for aquaculture and bathing, and provided sources of drinking water.
Natural shelters, found in rock formations provide limited cover and line the coast of the ‘Āhihi
Kīna‘u reserve. There is limited documentation of these shelters. Many of these shelters show
evidence of having been used by fishermen as temporary protection from the sun, rain, wind.
Several of these natural formations which have been made into small shelters and a few larger
ones of human origin exist within the reserve. The small shelters are often found near anchialine
pools or modified inlets and served as protection from the medium to high coastal winds. The
Kualapa Cluster, found along the La Perouse bay coastline, contains two of the largest structures
in the reserve. These stone structures probably served as long-term habitation sites for native
Hawaiians.
Map description
Sites depicted on map are not inclusive. Sites shown are from a partial survey of the NAR
conducted in the makai portion of the reserve within corridors specified by contractor. The
Southwest area has the highest density of archeological sites. These sites consist of trail
networks, rock shelters, c-shaped shelters, heiau, modified inlets and anchialine pools. Some
well know sites in the Southwest include Kauhioalakini and Halua pond complex, lava shelter
complex, and Kualapa Cluster.
The Northwest area contains several sheltered caves and supplemental features. Ma’onakala
Complex and 65 additional features are also found within the Northwest area. Twenty-two
different types of archeological features were found by Garcia and Associates within the NAR
boundary in their survey on high traffic corridors.
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Site Feature

Count

C-shape
anch. pool
artifact cluster
cairn
conc. found.
coral abrader
coral scatter
enclosure
heiau
lava tube
lighthouse
mound
other
paving
paving/terrace
platform
poss. shrine
quarry
rock ring
rock ring/mound
rock shelter
terrace

11
2
1
3
2
1
1
26
1
1
1
21
11
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
16
2

Map Properties
Archaeological Sites
Map Extent:
Top 2,282,535.29755084 m, Right 769,794.483356811 m, Bottom
2,278,490.83971032 m, Left 764,499.649581288 m
Included Layers:
Mauka Sites, Southwest Sites, Southwest Site Areas, Northwest Sites,
Northwest Site Areas, Geographic Place Names, Reserve Boundary, Land,
Ocean
Coordinate System: NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_4N
Projection: Transverse_Mercator
False_Easting: 500000.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: -159.000000
Scale_Factor: 0.999600
Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.000000
Linear Unit: Meter
GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983
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Map #3 Aquatic Layers
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‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve: Aquatic Layers Map Description
Introduction:
The ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve’s aquatic layers include portions of two watershed
districts, the Kamaole aquifer, and seven wetland areas which are included in the national
wetlands inventory.
Attributes:
A watershed, also called a drainage basin, is the area in which all water, sediments, and dissolved
materials flow or drain from the land into a common river, lake, ocean or other body of water.
The watershed includes not only the water resource but also the surrounding land from which the
water drains.
There are four watershed districts in the vicinity of ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve:
Wailea, Mooloa, ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u and Kanaio. Kanaio watershed consists of 18,410 acres, with
226 acres, or 1.2% falling within the area reserve. The ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u watershed is 2, 987 acres,
with 1,065 acres or 35.8% within the reserve. Both Kanaio and ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u are classified as
type A watersheds, with neither perennial nor intermittent streams. The drainage designation for
both watersheds is 00, describing a region where dissolved materials flow from the land into the
ocean.
The reserve is included within the Kamaole aquifer, as designated by both DOH and DNLR.
The DNLR version of aquifers has different boundaries, and differs from the DOH in that it is
more administrative in nature, while the DOH is more resource-oriented. The reserve’s southeast
border roughly corresponds with the southeast border drawn in both aquifer designations, which
in turn correspond roughly with each other. The Kamaole aquifer is designated as a High Level
aquifer, with fresh water not in contact with sea water. It is an unconfined aquifer, where the
water table makes up the upper surface of a saturated aquifer, and the aquifer type is perched, or
floating on an impermeable layer. Its developmental stage designates it as potentially useful for
drinking water. It has a moderate vulnerability to contamination.
Under the Clean Water Act, the term wetlands means “those areas that are inundated or saturated
by surface or ground water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under
normal conditions do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated
soil conditions.” Wetland types in Hawai‘i include perennial streams, natural lakes, and a few
reservoirs important for waterfowl, upland bogs, coastal marshes, mangrove swamps and
anchialine pools.
There are over a dozen anchialine pool complexes located within the reserve area, including two
named pools: Kauhioaiakini Pond and Halua Pond. Of these pools, seven are included in the
National Wetlands inventory, for a combined area of 19,212 ft. Hawaiian anchialine systems
provide habitat for a unique variety of aquatic species and native waterbirds, some of which are
found nowhere else in the world. Anchialine pools are land-locked brackish water ponds found
on rocky coasts up to several hundred meters inland. They are not connected to the ocean on the
surface, although their porous rock walls allow them to maintain subsurface connections to the
sea, and their depths may vary due to tidal fluctuation. They are created when lava rock
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depressions subsiding to sea level become flooded with sea water. This sea water may become
brackish due to freshwater mixing Marine algae, blue-green algae, grasses, rushes and the
introduced pickleweed can become established in or adjacent to anchialine pools. Animals
include shrimp, eels, crabs, mollusks and fish. There is evidence that the early Hawaiians used
anchialine pools as a source of bait, for aquaculture, bathing and sometimes for drinking water.
Map Properties
Watersheds, Wetlands, & Aquifers
Map Extent:
Top 2,285,775.28422975 m, Right 772,698.976841901 m, Bottom
2,277,249.05111107 m, 761,536.791729597 m
Included Layers:
DAR Streams, National Wetlands Inventory (line), National Wetlands
Inventory (poly), Watershed (line) Watershed (poly), Aquifers (DLNR line), Aquifers (DLNR - poly), Aquifers (DOH), Geographic Place
Names, Reserve Boundary, Land, Ocean
Coordinate System: NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_4N
Projection: Transverse_Mercator
False_Easting: 500000.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: -159.000000
Scale_Factor: 0.999600
Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.000000
Linear Unit: Meter
GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983
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Map #4 Bathymetric Slope and Hillshade
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‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve: Bathymetric Characteristics Map Description
Introduction:
‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve is comprised of the La Perouse lava flows deposited around
A.D. 1790. These flows erupted from Kalua o Lapa spatter cone and continue well past the
shoreline into the ocean. When lava is deposited into the ocean, it cools immediately on contact
with the water leaving a labyrinth of twisting and turning rock formations. The complex nature
of the resulting rock formations creates an ideal habitat for many types of fishes, corals and other
invertebrates. The lava flows are relatively young, so the erosive effects of wave energy have
not had adequate time to erode the jagged rock formations into smoother surfaces.
Map Attributes:
This bathymetry data was generated from the SHOALS LIDAR survey in 1999 and 2000. This
data was processed using Inverse Distance Weighting interpolation methods to create a 4 meter
raster image. The final image was clipped to only include areas were LIDAR point density was
greater than one point per 10 square meters. Variables such as wave action and tide fluctuations
commonly lead to data errors. This caused the point density to be inadequate in several areas
resulting in holes in the dataset.
A hill shade algorithm was applied to the final dataset to create relief and scale in the final
cartographic product.
The Bathymetric character of the area can be described as rugged and rugose. There is a great
deal of undulation and complexity to the sea bottom due to the young age of the lava flow. This
can be clearly seen in the texture created with the hill shading.
Map Properties:
Bathymetric Characteristics
Map Extent:
Top 2,282,535.29755084 m, Right 769,794.483356811 m, Bottom
2,278,490.83971032 m, Left 764,499.649581288 m
Included Layers:
LIDAR Bathymetry Maui 15, LIDAR Bathymetry Maui 16, Bathymetric
Hillshade Maui 15, Bathymetric Hillshade Maui 16, Geographic Place
Names, Reserve Boundary, Land, Ocean
Coordinate System: NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_4N
Projection: Transverse_Mercator
False_Easting: 500000.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: -159.000000
Scale_Factor: 0.999600
Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.000000
Linear Unit: Meter
GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983
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Map #5 Benthic Habitats
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‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve: Benthic Habitats Map Description
Introduction
Marine ecosystems are classified by zones. Zonation is determined by island age, reef cover,
wave exposure, water depth, light exposure, temperature, geographic orientation, and latitude.
There are three marine ecosystem zones: New volcanic island, mature volcanic island, and atoll.
New volcanic islands and regions that are characterized by relatively recent lava flows such as
‘Āhihi Kīna‘u have less developed living structural reefs. Anchialine pools and tidepools cover
these rocky coasts. In contrast, mature volcanic islands are characterized by long periods of
erosion and weathering, with white sand and well-developed fringing reefs.
Several marine ecosystems exist within the ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u NAR: Marine pools (consisting of
both tidepools and anchialine pools), rocky beaches, and shallow benthic communities. Marine
pools are usually found along rocky coasts. Anchialine pools are formed when lava rock falls to
sea level. Further wave action on anchialine pools creates tide pools, with access to sea water
during high tides. Some of the marine pools and inlets in the NAR were modified as fishponds
and were traditionally used for raising and harvesting fish and shrimp
Map Attributes
Benthic habitats within the ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u reserve are mostly coral reef and hardbottom types and
account for the majority of the marine portion of the reserve. Unconsolidated sediment,
consisting mostly of uncolonized sand, can be found in northern part of the marine reserve.
The coral reef and hardbottom benthic habitats have several sub-classifications.
Habitat Type
Description
area within NAR
aggregate reef with coral
50-90% coral
33 acres
rock/boulder with coral
10-50% coral
579 acres
rock/boulder with macroalgae
10-50% macroalgae
28 acres
rock/boulder with turf algae
10-50% turf
28 acres
unconsolidated sediment
90-100% uncolonized sand
120 acres
Map Properties
Benthic Habitats
Map Extent:
Included Layers:
Coordinate System:

Top 2,282,535.29755084 m, Right 769,794.483356811 m, Bottom
2,278,490.83971032 m, Left 764,499.649581288 m
Benthic Habitats, Geographic Place Names, Reserve Boundary, Land, Ocean
NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_4N
Projection: Transverse_Mercator
False_Easting: 500000.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: -159.000000
Scale_Factor: 0.999600
Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.000000
Linear Unit: Meter
GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983
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Map #6 Coastal Resources
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‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve: Coastal Resources Map Description
Introduction:
‘Āhihi Kīna‘u protected shore waters stretch for a distance of 2000-3000 feet offshore from the
Cape Kīna‘u shoreline. A total of 807 acres of nearshore marine waters are located within the
Reserve boundary. ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u is the sole Natural Area Reserve in the State of Hawai‘i which
encompasses a marine protected reef system. This unique designation allows for limited nonconsumptive recreational uses such as surfing and diving/snorkeling. Any form of fishing,
however, is strictly prohibited except for extremely limited subsistence fishing by one native
Hawaiian family. A ban on commercial kayak use was passed in 2003 and succeeded in
reducing visitor counts until 2006 when visitor counts again exceeded 2003 levels. Over 20,000
visitors a month frequent the Reserve; due to these high visitor numbers, there is concern for the
continued conservation and sustainability of these protected marine waters. The sites that
historically received the highest visitor counts are the Kalaeloa (“Aquarium”), Mokuhā
(“Fishbowl”), and Kanahena Cove.
Attribute description:
Board surfing - A surf spot located within ‘Āhihi fronting the Maunakala village site is locally
known as “Dumps.” During the summer months the swells come from the south, so this
particular location breaks seasonally. A number of coral colonies situated away from entry areas
in this cove were found to have heavily abraded surfaces. This is most likely a natural condition
due to high wave energy that suspends sand particles that scour corals. Evidence of high water
motion is supported by the short and thick Porites compressa branch morphology and other
lobate and encrusting species of corals found there.
Snorkeling: Surveys of the area from Keone‘ō‘io to Kanaloa Point reveal a pristine coastline
with high coral diversity and high coral cover, that have been described as some of the most
pristine in the Main Hawaiian Islands. This area supports high coral species richness (31),
particularly in shallow, wave-protected regions. The most commonly occurring corals are
Porites lobata, Porites compressa, Montipora capitata, and Pocillopora meandrina. The small
black sand beach at the Mokuhā (“Fishbowl”) serves as the main entry point for snorkelers. This
sand extends into the shallow water preventing coral colonization. The most heavily utilized
entry to Kanahena Cove is easily accessible by an old concrete boat ramp and is in close
proximity to excellent snorkeling areas. Disturbance directly attributed to snorkelers in shallow
water is highly localized. The three most heavily used areas, Kalaeloa (“Aquarium”), Mokuhā
(“Fishbowl”), and Kanahena Cove. These areas are ideal for snorkeling due to the protection
from waves and rich reef biota.
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Map properties:
Coastal Resources
Map Extent:
Included Layers:
Coordinate System:

Top 2,282,608.53251473 m, Right 769,891.353579501 m, Bottom
2,278,420.61570405 m, Left 764,408.709365461 m
Coastal Resources, Geographic Place Names, Reserve Boundary, Land, Ocean
NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_4N
Projection: Transverse_Mercator
False_Easting: 500000.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: -159.000000
Scale_Factor: 0.999600
Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.000000
Linear Unit: Meter
GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983
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Map #7 Conservation District Subzones
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‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve: Conservation District Subzones Map Description
Introduction
A Conservation District includes areas necessary for "protecting watershed, preserving scenic
and historic areas; providing park lands, wilderness and beach reserves; conserving endemic
plants, fish and wildlife, forestry; open space areas whose existing openness, natural condition,
or present state of use, if retained, would enhance the present or potential value of abutting or
surrounding communities, or would maintain or enhance the conservation of natural or scenic
resources; areas of value for recreational purposes; other related activities; and other permitted
uses not detrimental to a multiple use conservation concept" (HRS 205-2(e)). Included in the
conservation district are shoreline areas, most submerged offshore lands and outlying small
islands. Most Hawaiian fishponds are within the Conservation district.
These conservation lands can be both publicly and privately owned. The Division of Land and
Natural Resources (DLNR) controls land use in these areas, and has divided these lands further
into water reserve and forest subzones. The ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u NAR contains three of these
subzones: General, Protective and Protective-Marine.
Map Attributes
The ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Protective-Marine subzone encompasses 761 acres of submerged land. A
“protective” designation means that the area has unique and valuable resources, in this case
unique and valuable marine resources.
There are 1,137 acres of Protective zone in the terrestrial portion of the NAR. These lands
contain resources that can be considered significant. This includes historical, archaeological,
geological or volcanological resources. For example, archaeological house and agricultural sites
in the NAR would fall into this category. Watershed resources such as anchialine pools would
also fit this designation.
Ninety-two acres of the NAR are awarded a General designation. Lands within this subzone are
said to be open areas where urban development would be “premature”.
Map Attributes
Conservation District Subzones
Map Extent:
Included Layers:
Coordinate System:

Top 2,284,149.69459126 m, Right 770,153.782080147 m, Bottom
2,278,273.32136293 m, Left 762,460.681873921 m
Conservation District Subzones, Geographic Place Names, Reserve Boundary,
Land, Ocean
NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_4N
Projection: Transverse_Mercator
False_Easting: 500000.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: -159.000000
Scale_Factor: 0.999600
Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.000000
Linear Unit: Meter
GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983
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Map #8 CRAMP and RAT sites (white area on map is due to unavailable imagery)
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‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve: Coral Reef Assessment and Monitoring Program
(CRAMP) Monitoring Sites and Rapid Assessment Technique (RAT) Sites - Map
Description
Introduction
Two CRAMP monitoring sites were established at Kanahena Cove (‘Āhihi Cove) and Kanahena
Point, aka Mokuha and “Fishbowl”, in July 1999 (Brown et al. 2004, Jokiel et al. 2004). There
are two monitoring stations (shallow 3m and deep 10 m) at Kanahena Point and at Kanahena
Cove (shallow 1m and deep 3 m). Division of Aquatic Resources surveys these sites annually.
In addition, RAT sites were conducted inside and adjacent to the reserve on November 10-12,
2007.
Attribute Description
CRAMP Monitoring Sites
The Division of Aquatic Resources in conjunction with CRAMP annually survey nine Maui
reefs. Mean coral cover for these nine reefs have declined precipitously from 35% to 27%
between 1994-1999 and 2006 (Williams et al. 2008). This equates to a quarter of all coral cover
being lost during this period. Only one reef, Kanahena Cove, showed a statistical increase from
17% to 30%. The Kanahena Point site showed a decline from 23% to 6% from 1999 to 2006.
Unlike other declining Maui sites that have high levels of anthropogenic impacts the decline here
was due to a local outbreak of the starfish, Acanthaster planci, the crown-of-thorns.
Kanahena Point 20o 36.089’ N 156o 26.214’ W
This site has an adjacent rugged basalt shoreline. It is located at 3 m and 10 m. The shallower
site is located in an area of low rugosity, volcanic rock and boulder habitat. The deeper reef is
more structurally complex with aggregated coral heads and sand patches. The deeper site is
partially characterized by two unusual coral species, Pavona maldivensis and Porites rus found
at very few CRAMP sites. There is no significant macroalgal coverage at these sites as
compared to other Maui areas. There are moderate to high levels of macroinvertebrates and a
high percentage of crustose coralline algae. This site is characterized by low levels of fine
sediment. This south sheltered site is one of the more pristine of the CRAMP sites.
Kanahena Cove 20° 37.026’ N 156° 26.241’ W
This site has an adjacent rugged basalt shoreline. The 1m and 3m sites are characterized by
volcanic rock and boulder shallow habitat with patches of encrusting and lobate corals. The
deeper reef is characterized by aggregated coral heads and sand channels with relatively low
relief. There is no significant macroalgal coverage but high cover of crustose coralline algae.
There is also a relatively high abundance of the pencil urchin, Heterocentrotus mammilatus.
Pavona maldivensis presence is notable as this species is not common to most other sites. This
south sheltered site is one of the more pristine of the CRAMP sites. Coral cover has increased
since the initial survey despite continued human usage.
RAT Sites
Twenty standard CRAMP RATs were conducted in November, 2007 to expand the spatial
distribution of sites and to describe the habitat and biological populations in detail. This includes
a description of invertebrate populations including urchin abundance and densities. These
surveys will improve the assessment of resources within the NAR and compare resources with
sites outside the NARS boundary.
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Map Properties
CRAMP Monitoring and RAT Sites
Map Extent:
Top 2,282,741.89123763 m, Right 770,524.128118593 m, Bottom
2,278,319.55051155 m, Left 764,734.585992888 m
Included Layers:
Rapid Assessment Sites, CRAMP Sites, PDC Imagery, Geographic
Place Names, Reserve Boundary, Land, Ocean
Coordinate System:
NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_4N
Projection: Transverse_Mercator
False_Easting: 500000.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: -159.000000
Scale_Factor: 0.999600
Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.000000
Linear Unit: Meter
GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983
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Map #9 Kipuka and Cave Assessment
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‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Kīpuka and Caves Map Description
Introduction
Kīpukas are areas of land, usually a hill, ridge, or elevated lava, that ares spared by younger lava
flows. A Kīpuka looks like an island within a lava field, especially when vegetated. As islands
within islands they provide organisms with unique habitats. They serve as sources of rich soil
for agriculture in an otherwise barren landscape of lava. Within the ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u reserve kīpuka
have limited public access and connect through a system of old trails. Stone walls are found in or
around most of the kīpuka. They are meant to keep free ranging cattle out of the kipuka, where
crops and houses were often located. These areas traditionally provided grazing for livestock
and allowed for the cultivation of dryland crops such as sweet potato.
Map Attributes
Traditional Hawaiian Heiau can be found at some of the kīpuka within the reserve. There are
three known heiau located within the reserve at Maonakala village, mauka kīpuka, and along the
La Perouse coast. A fourth, Pa‘alua heiau is located on private property owned by Ulupalakua
Ranch just outside the reserve in Keone‘ō‘io. The heiau in Maonakala is a 7m x 7m ko‘a, or
fishing shrine. The mauka kīpuka is a ho‘ouluua (for offerings to ensure rain) or a ho‘oulu ‘ai
(for offerings of first fruits to ensure plentiful crops).
Map Properties
Cave Assessment & Kipuka
Map Extent:
Included Layers:
Coordinate System:

Top 2,282,759.2731593 m, Right 769,878.109752453 m, Bottom
2,278,455.13560402 m, Left 764,243.261229076 m
Kipuka, Cave Assessment, Geographic Place Names, Reserve Boundary, Land,
Ocean
NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_4N
Projection: Transverse_Mercator
False_Easting: 500000.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: -159.000000
Scale_Factor: 0.999600
Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.000000
Linear Unit: Meter
GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983
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Map #10 Land Ownership
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‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Land Ownership Map Description
Introduction
Traditionally the lands of Hawai’i were held in trust for the people by Island chiefs (ali’i ‘ai
moku). The chief distributed land to their sub-chiefs (ali’i ‘ai ahupua’a and konohiki) who then
established the ahupua’a for use by the people (hoa‘āina)(see Ahupua‘a map description).
The significant change in land ownership between 1848 and 1855, re-distributed the land among
the government, the crown, local chiefs, and the common people. In 1850 legislation was passed
that allowed the legal ownership and exchange of property regardless of citizenship. By 1886,
44% of government land had been sold to pay-off debts to westerners. By 1890, 800,000 acres
(325,000 ha) of government and crown land was in lease. Alterations in land ownership
legislation lead to the domination of land use by a small group of sugar planters, known
collectively as the Big 5 (Alexander & Baldwin, American Factors, Castle & Cooke, C. Brewer,
and Theo H. Davies). In 1898 Hawai’i became a U.S. territory and 1.8 million acres (725,000
ha) were ceded to the United States. The 1920 Homes Commission Act, set aside 188,000 acres
(76,000 ha) for the benefit of Native Hawaiians.
Currently the State of Hawai’i owns 1.2 million acres, The Department of Hawaiian Home Lands
(DHHL) accounts for 190,000 acres, Federal Government posses 338,000 acres, and the
remaining 1.4 million acres is held by private land owners. Major land owners on Maui include,
Kamehameha Schools Bishop Estate (KSBE), Alexander & Baldwin, Inc., C. Brewer & Co, Ltd.,
James Campbell Estate, Amfac JMB, HI, Inc., Haleakalā Ranch Co., and Ulupalakua Ranch Inc.
Attribute Description
‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve consists of 1,238 terrestrial acres of Government owned
land within the reserve that has existed since its establishment in 1973. This was acquired as
described above. A small portion of Hawaiian Homelands (DHHL) sits on the eastern border of
the reserve. 20,000 acres to the northeast is privately owned by Ulupalakua Ranch, Inc. The
remaining land surrounding the reserve is public land, owned by the State of Hawai’i and the
Department of Hawaiian Homelands.
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Map Properties
Land Ownership
Map Extent:
Included Layers:
Coordinate System:

Top 2,285,775.28422975 m, Right 772,698.976841901 m, Bottom
2,277,249.05111107 m, Left 761,536.791729597 m
Maui Parcels, Hawaiian Homelands, Large Landowners, Geographic Place
Names, Reserve Boundary, Land, Ocean
NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_4N
Projection: Transverse_Mercator
False_Easting: 500000.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: -159.000000
Scale_Factor: 0.999600
Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.000000
Linear Unit: Meter
GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983
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Map # 11 Land Use and Land Resource Type
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‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve: Land Use and Land Resource Type Map Description
Introduction
The State Land Use Commission (SLUC), formed in 1961, classified the lands of Hawai’i into
one of four land use districts: urban, rural, agricultural, and conservation. Urban land consists of
land currently in urban use and land set-aside for future development. Rural districts consist of
a mix of low density residential areas and small farms. Agricultural land designates areas over
one acre in size that are heavily farmed. Conservation districts are divided into subzones:
general, limited, protective, resource, unclassified, and special categories. Conservation areas are
established to protect plant and animal habitats, watersheds, and other natural resources (see Map
7: Conservation District Subzones).
The ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve is designated as protected conservation land. It consists
of 807 acres of submerged land and 1,238 terrestrial acres that extend to 500 feet in elevation.
The area was formed by a lava flow from Haleakalā that may be up to 400 years old. The lava
flow has left the land mostly lava. Inland tide pools break up the rough black lava rock
landscape. There are small patches of kiawe groves with some native tree and shrub species
within the reserve, which are designated as forested land. Agricultural and urban land use is
prohibited within the area.
Attribute Description
‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve is designated as preserved conservation land. It consists of
1115 acres of barren land and 32 acres of forested land. The area is bordered to the north by
rangeland, to the east and southeast by forested land, and to the west by protected ocean. The
land portion of the Reserve encompasses and consists primarily of the entire lava flow from the
source vent at Kalua O Lapa down to the ocean.
Map Properties
Land use
Map Extent:
Included Layers:
Coordinate System:

Top 2,283,888.33497486 m, Right 770,116.924652583 m, Bottom
2,277,590.16888827 m, Left 761,871.631010253 m
Major Land Resource Center, Land Use\Land Cover, Geographic Place
Names, Reserve Boundary, Land, Ocean
NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_4N
Projection: Transverse_Mercator
False_Easting: 500000.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: -159.000000
Scale_Factor: 0.999600
Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.000000
Linear Unit: Meter
GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983
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Map #12 Miscellaneous Marine Features
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‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve: Miscellaneous Marine Features Map Description
Introduction
No aids or impediments to navigation occur within the ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve
boundary.
Attribute Description
Navigational Lights- The only navigational light on this map is located on Molokini Islet to
provide safe travel and directional location for vessels during the night. It was installed on
September 13, 1910 by the Territory of Hawai‘i. It is located on the ridge of the island at 182
feet of elevation which allows for approximately 7 miles of visibility. The light flashes at
intervals of 2.5 seconds.
Not shown on the map is the Cape Hanamanioa light- Several lights have been used as
navigational aids for Maui’s southernmost point, known as Cape Hanamanioa. The first in 1884
was established by the Hawaiian government at Kanahena Point, just northwest of La Perouse
Bay. This light was used in conjunction with the light established earlier at Lahaina. J.
Andersen was the first keeper assigned to the beacon. His house was built for him three miles
away in the village of Makena since the area near the beacon was mainly lava. In 1886, a light
was placed at Makena to mark an anchorage used primarily by the nearby sugar mill. At this time
a second keeper, also residing at Makena, took charge of this beacon.
A 1904 report to the Lighthouse Board contains the following description of the Kanahena Point
light: “This is a fixed white light, composed of two ordinary kitchen lamps, estimated to be 50
feet above high water. The light is shown from a pyramidal room built at the top of a square
wooden trestle tower 40 feet high. The trestle is in bad condition. The light marks a low lava spit
projecting into the sea. It was erected because of wrecks on this point. There is no dwelling for
keeper at the light-house. The keeper lives 3 miles away and is compelled to cross the rough trail
over the lava flow.”
In 1918 both the Makena and Kanahena lights were discontinued when the Hanamanioa Light
was established on the southeast point of La Perouse Bay. This pyramidal tower was made of
reinforced concrete. It had a focal plane of seventy-three feet above sea level. This automated
light ran on acetylene. A wooden platform was built near the light to expediate the landing of
acetylene tanks and supplies.
Cables – There are two underwater cables running between Molokini Crater and Maui. Both
cables run through part of the Ocean Recreation Zone. The cable on the left of the map is 112.7
km and the right cable is 108.1 km long.
Ocean Recreation Zone – This is located on the northern section of the map with a sub-zone
referred to as, “The Humpback Whale Protection Area”. It is approximately 70,988 acres.
Ocean Recreation Management Areas (ORMAs) are designated by State of Hawai‘i, Department
of Land and Natural Resources.
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Ocean Recreation Area – The ocean recreation area consists of 46,625 acres and overlaps both
the Ocean Recreation Zone and the waters surrounding the ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve.
Map Properties
Miscellaneous Marine Features
Map Extent:
Top 2,284,692.99733895 m, Right 770,052.483084893 m, Bottom
2,277,178.27235151 m, Left 760,214.521794107 m
Included Layers:
Aids to Navigation, Cables, Ocean Recreation Zones, Ocean Recreation
Areas, Geographic Place Names, Reserve Boundary, Land, Ocean
Coordinate System: NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_4N
Projection: Transverse_Mercator
False_Easting: 500000.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: -159.000000
Scale_Factor: 0.999600
Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.000000
Linear Unit: Meter
GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983
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Map #13 Other Habitat
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‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve: Other Habitat Designations Map Description
Introduction: This map coverage includes designated threatened and endangered terrestrial
plant species concentrations, critical habitat designation for the Blackburn’s sphinx moth, whale
sanctuary boundaries, and water bird habitat range attributes for `Āhihi-Kīna`u Natural Area
Reserve.
Attribute description:
Threatened & Endangered Species – The terrestrial portion of the Reserve encompasses a
medium concentration of threatened and endangered plant species (Division of Forestry &
Wildlife). These rare and imperiled plant species include pua pilo (Capparis sandwichiana) and
the vine `awikiwiki (Canavalia pubescens). Pua pilo is common in the upper regions of the
reserve area, throughout the Koa Haole (Leucaena leucocephala) Forest and on `a`a lava flows.
This map coverage only refers to plants and does not include threatened and endangered species
for the nearshore marine environment or anchialine pool species.
Blackburn’s Sphinx Moth – The Blackburn’s Sphinx moth (Manduca blackburni) is the largest
(with a wingspan of up to five inches) native insect found in Hawai‘i. At one time its range
encompassed six of the main Hawaiian Islands, but it is currently only found on Maui,
Kaho‘olawe, and Hawai‘i. In 2000, the Blackburn’s Sphinx moth had the dubious distinction of
being the first Hawaiian insect to be placed on the endangered species list. The moth’s wing
coloration is mottled and blackish-gray with a gray abdomen and orange highlights. The
caterpillars feed on the few remaining native `aiea trees (Nothocestrum spp.) and as well as the
introduced tree tobacco (Nicoliana glauca).
Whale Sanctuary – The Marine Mammal Protection Act and the Endangered Species Act list
the koholā (humpback whale) as an endangered species and is protected within the Hawaiian
Islands Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary. The largest contiguous portion (which
includes Maui, Lana‘i, and Moloka‘i) of the sanctuary surrounds the waters of `Āhihi-Kīna`u
Reserve, Maui. The shallow, warm waters encompassing the main Hawaiian Islands comprise
one of the world's most important habitats for the endangered koholā. They engage in breeding,
calving and nursing activities critical to the survival of their species. The total area of the
sanctuary is about 1,400 square miles and overlaps with the `Āhihi-Kīna`u Reserve boundary.
Water Bird habitat – The Reserve contains anchialine pools which provide habitat for various
waterbirds. The Ae`o or Hawaiian stilt (Himantopus mexicanus knudseni) is listed as
endangered by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service and has been observed at Kaohuoaiakini Pond
at `Āhihi-Kīna`u. Kioea or bristle-thighed curlew (Numenius tahitiensis), hunakai or sanderling
(Calidris alba), kolea or lesser golden-plover (Pluvialis dominica), `auku`u or black-crowned
night-heron (Nycticorax nycticorax hoactli), `akekeke or ruddy turnstone (Arenaria arenaria),
`ulili or wandering tattler (Heteroscelus incanus), and migratory ducks have been observed
within and adjacent to the Reserve.
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Map Properties:
Other Habitats
Map Extent:
Included Layers:
Coordinate System:

Top 2,284,921.70536822 m, Right 771,506.155099508 m, Bottom
2,276,395.47224954 m, Left 760,343.969987204 m
Whale Sanctuary Boundaries, Critical Habitat – Blackburn’s Sphinx Moth,
Water Bird Habitat Range, Threatened and Endangered Plants,
Geographic Place Names, Reserve Boundary, Land, Ocean
NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_4N
Projection: Transverse_Mercator
False_Easting: 500000.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: -159.000000
Scale_Factor: 0.999600
Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.000000
Linear Unit: Meter
GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983
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Map #14 Rain and Solar
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‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve: Rainfall Contours, Rain Gauges Locations, Solar
Radiation Levels Map Description
Introduction
Attribute Description
Precipitation
Precipitation levels in the State of Hawai‘i range greatly from 250 mm (10 in) to 11,300 mm
(445 in) annually. Within the ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve little fluctuation in rainfall
exists ranging from 400 mm/yr (16 in) along the coastline to 600 mm/yr (24 in) near the upper
mauka boundary. There is distinct seasonally variability since regions distant from windward
slopes rely primarily on storms for rainfall. Although climate in the state is equable, the diverse
microclimates allow for great fluctuations over short distance in both rainfall and solar radiation.
Rainfall gauges
The source of the 1997 data in this layer is from the Department of Land and Natural Resources,
the Commission on Water Resource Management and Hing Tai Lee. Currently in the state of
Hawai‘i there are a total of 100 Limited Automatic Remote Collection telemetered rain gauges.
The National Weather Service maintains these networked gauges through a series of data loggers
with computer download capabilities. This provides real time data collected at 15 minute
intervals. Flash flood forecasting is the primary function of this network. This Hydronet system
provides monitoring of rainfall even remote areas.
Several rainfall gauges are in close proximity to the ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve. The
closest is Keoneo‘io on Ulupalakua Ranch lands located near La Perouse Bay, just outside the
eastern boundary of the NAR (174 meters). It was established in 19971 at an elevation of 10 ft.
Two rain gauges are located in Makena, Makena Golf Course and Makena on Ulupalakua Ranch
land located 2.4 km and 2.8 km respectively from the western boundary. Makena Golf Course
was established in 1982 at the 100 ft elevation. Makena rain gauge near sea level is at the 10 ft
elevation. The two gauges are situated upslope of the reserve. Papaka and Kanahena are located
913 meters and 819 meters from the northern boundary. These are also located on Ulupalakua
Ranch lands. Papaka was established in 1955 at an elevation of 980 ft while Kanahena rain
gauge was installed much earlier in 1925 at the 850 ft elevation.
Solar radiation
Of incoming solar energy about half is reflected or absorbed by the atmosphere and clouds. The
rest is absorbed by the land and oceans. Much of this is then radiated back to space. Soil and
lava are dark and are more likely to absorb than lighter materials. The proportion of incoming
radiation relected by a surface is called albedo. Snow has an 80% albedo while in contrast the
dark-green rainforest or lava flows have less than 10% albedo. Solar radiation reaching the
ground in the state of Hawai‘i ranges from 0-500 calories per square meter per day. It is highest
along coastlines. Within the ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area reserve extremely high solar radiation
occurs. The lava flow that created the land within the reserve, the last active flow on Maui, has
had little time for erosional processes. The dark color of the lava absorbs solar radiation creating
warmer conditions within the reserve than in surrounding areas. The data in this layer was
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derived from the State Department of Planning and Economic Development, Energy Division
(DBEDT) using 1985 “Sunshine Maps”.
Map Properties
Map Extent: Extended Extent (Top 2,288,642.39879731 m, Right 775,467.296282775 m,
Bottom
2,275,601.82016529 m, Left 758,139.03001677 m)
Active Layers: Rain Gauges, Rainfall, Solar Radiation, Reserves, Ocean
Coordinate System:NAD_1983_UTM_Zone4N
Projection: Transverse_Mercator
False_Easting: 500000.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: -159.000000
Scale_Factor: 0.999600
Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.000000
Linear Unit: Meter
GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983
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Map #15 Reserve Vicinity Roads, Trails, and Place Names
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‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve: Roads, Trails and Place Names Map Description
Introduction
The ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve is accessible via the Mākena-Keone‘ō‘io Road. It is
the only main road within the reserve and has remained open since the reserve was established in
1973. This road is technically not part of the Reserve, serving as an easement for the property
owner at the end of the road, and providing access through the reserve to La Perouse Bay, a
popular fishing, surfing, diving, and hiking area to the southeast of ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u.
A 2006 progress report, summarizing a 55-month study, revealed an average of 299 vehicles per
day (or 107,836 per year) utilize Mākena-Keone‘ō‘io Road. However, only 49% actually stop in
the reserve, with the rest continuing on the La Perouse Bay. Peak road usage was observed from
January to July, however there were no significant trends observed. Vehicular traffic increased
on the weekdays. 76% of vehicular use was by tourists. Data collected during a 5-month study by
the Hawai‘i Wildlife Fund, showed that 32% of vehicular use is by individuals searching for a
“wilder” place to snorkel.
The Southwest Trail on the Keone‘ō‘io side of Cape Kīna‘u leads through several obscure and
unmarked trails dispersed among the anchialine pools, lava tubes, and archeologically sensitive
landscape of Cape Kīna‘u and up mauka. Most trails are accessible through MākenaKeone‘ō‘io Road. Over a 21 month survey period an average of 6.5 hikers per hour visited the
area. Most trials are used to access popular coastal areas.
Use of trails around Kalaeloa (“Aquarium”) and the trail to Mokuhā (“Fishbowl”) peak in June
and late November with lowest numbers in May and October. 21% of information requests were
for advice about, or directions to the Mokuhā trail. The Southwest Trail leads through an old lava
flow and Kiawe forest to La Perouse Bay. The Northwest trails wind through Kiawe groves,
inland ponds, tide-pools and boulder-lined beaches.
Attribute Description
Mākena-Keone‘ō‘io Road extends through the center of the ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve.
The road is paved part of the distance then becomes an unimproved 4x4 road following along
parts of the Hoapili Trail as it travels to La Perouse Bay.
Trails spread through the reserve and concentrate along the coastal borders of the reserve. 21 km
of trails exist. 5.7 km of Southwest trails lead to Kalaeloa “Aquarium”, Kauhioaiakini pond, and
Halua pond.10.4 km of Northwest trails lead to Ka lae māmane. The trails within the reserve are
a mix of traditional trails and modern trails and there are no official state sanctioned “Na Ala
Hele” trails within the reserve. The only such trail exists in La Perouse Bay at the start of the
“Kings Trail”.
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Map Properties
Roads, Trails, & Place Names
Map Extent:
Top 2,282,694.66094408 m, Right 770,333.92788342 m, Bottom
2,278,499.34879151 m, Left 764,841.601999402 m
Included Layers:
High Volume Public Trail, Southwest Trails, Northwest Trails, Mauka
Trails, Major Roads, Roads, Na Ala Hele State Trails, Aerial Imagery,
Land Hillshade, Geographic Place Names, Reserve Boundary, Land,
Ocean
Coordinate System: NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_4N
Projection: Transverse_Mercator
False_Easting: 500000.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: -159.000000
Scale_Factor: 0.999600
Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.000000
Linear Unit: Meter
GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983
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Map #16 Soil Characteristics
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‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve: Soil Characteristics Map Description
Introduction
‘Ahihi-Kina‘u NAR is made up of 1,238 acres of dry land, and 807 acres of coastal waters. Two
recent lava flows coincide with the reserve’s geographic boundaries, making the majority of the
Reserve ‘a‘a and pāhoehoe lava. The lava originated from two vents, called Pu‘u Mahoe and
Kaula o Lapa. Pu‘u Mahoe is a cinder cone 472 meters above sea level. Kalua o Lapa splatter
cone is downslope and to the southwest of Pu‘u Mahoe.
There are small patches of extremely stony silt loam, called Onapuka. Onapuka is a soil
designation for a type of well-drained, stony soil developed from volcanic ash and cinders.
Onapuka is rapidly permeable, runoff is slow, and it has a slight to moderate erosion hazard.
This soil makes up about 22 acres of the reserve.
There are approximately 100 acres of cinder land. The Hawai‘i Soil Survey website describes
cinder lands as “areas of bedded magmatic ejecta associated with cinder cones”. Cinder land
consists of cinders, ash and pumice, which can be black, brown, red or yellow, with jagged
edges, and which show little evidence of soil development. Cinder land can support some
vegetation. It is loose in nature, and difficult to walk on, consequently, it is not usually used for
grazing. Cinder land is generally used for wildlife habitat and recreational areas.
Map Attributes
The majority of the reserve—1,178 acres, consists of land that is considered “not highly
erodible”. Soils are assigned an erodiblity designation which is determined by dividing the
potential average annual rate of erosion for each soil by a predetermined soil loss tolerance
value.
The small areas of cinder and Onapuka make up about 122 acres, and are considered potentially
highly erodible land. A “potentially highly erodible” designation includes slope and steepness
characteristics. Highly erodible land can not be used for agriculture without a conservation plan.
Map Properties
Soil
Map Extent:
Included Layers:
Coordinate System:

Top 2,283,213.72161939 m, Right 770,454.731401448 m, Bottom
2,278,087.11726293 m, Left 763,743.1970078 m
Soil, Geographic Place Names, Reserve Boundary, Land, Ocean
NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_4N
Projection: Transverse_Mercator
False_Easting: 500000.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: -159.000000
Scale_Factor: 0.999600
Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.000000
Linear Unit: Meter
GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983
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Map #17 Coral Trampling Sensitivity
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‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve: Coral Trampling Sensitivity Map Description
Introduction
A trampling sensitivity assessment was conducted in the ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve
(NAR) on September 15-17, 2006 and September 5-7, 2007 by the Coral Reef Assessment and
Monitoring Program (CRAMP), Hawai‘i Institute of Marine Biology (HIMB), University of
Hawai‘i (UH). A geo-referenced GIS map depicting the trampling sensitivity at the 18 sites
surveyed was generated.
Attribute Description
Trampling Sensitivity
Eighteen sites were selected between La Perouse Bay and Kanahena Cove including the most
popular snorkeling sites. Site selection criteria was based on expert accounts of visitor usage and
accessibility.
A qualitative trampling evaluation was conducted by snorkeling the nearshore regions and
determining coral species present, percent coral cover, coral species richness, and unusual coral
species, to develop an index of trampling sensitivity. The index of coral trampling sensitivity is
also based on depth, species skeletal strength, species morphology, rare coral species, and
percent coral cover.
The trampling evaluation found few sites at high risk of trampling damage. Only 3 of the 18
sites (17%) have some sensitivity to trampling impacts. Only one site, the “Montipora Pond”,
has extremely high vulnerability. No risk of trampling exists in 6 of the 18 areas surveyed as
shown in the sensitivity table below. These areas either have substrate not conducive to coral
recruitment and growth such as sand, rubble, or uncolonized hardbottom or no coral cover was
found in waters shallow enough to be affected by trampling damage. Areas between sites not
depicted in the map are extremely low risk areas due to either high wave energy or difficult
accessibility. Where populated, these areas contain either lobate or encrusting corals or other
species of coral such as Pocillopora meandrina that are highly resistant to trampling.
#

Location
La Perouse Bay
around point of La Perouse Bay
Carter's Cove/Keone‘ō‘io
Keone‘ō‘io Boundary
Fishpond
First Cove Entry
First Cove Interior
Second Cove
Inlet between 2st and 3nd cove
Third Cove
Montipora pond
Fifth cove (Anchialline pool
12 behind and just before Kalaeloa
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Sensitivity
Index
1
2
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
4
9
1
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13
14
15
16
17
18

Point)
Kalaeloa aka Aquarium
(cove seaward of entry)
Kalaeloa aka Aquarium
Mokuha aka Fishbowl
Entry area before Dumps
Maunakala aka Dumps
Kanahena Cove

4
1
1
1
0
1

Map Properties
Trampling Sensitivity
Map Extent:
Top 2,282,366.64327058 m, Right 770,973.216840895 m, Bottom
2,279,122.03171098 m, Left 766,727.181960422 m
Map Inset Extent:
Top 2,280,101.38704533 m, Right 769,003.170319056 m, Bottom
2,279,413.78604683 m, Left 768,019.843566314 m
Included Layers:
Trampling Sensitivity, PDC Imagery, Geographic Place Names, Reserve
Boundary, Land, Ocean
Coordinate System:
NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_4N
Projection: Transverse_Mercator
False_Easting: 500000.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: -159.000000
Scale_Factor: 0.999600
Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.000000
Linear Unit: Meter
GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983
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Map #18 Water Quality and Marine Managed Areas
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‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve: Water Quality & Marine Managed Areas
Introduction: This map coverage includes water quality classification data, water quality
monitoring site locations, and marine managed areas (marine life conservation district and
natural area reserve).
Attribute Description:
Water Quality Classification:
Class AA (from Hawai‘i Administrative Rules, Title 11, Chapter 54) waters surround the ‘Āhihi
Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve, this water quality designation is assigned by the Hawai‘i State
Department of Health. The water quality monitoring site is located outside the Reserve
boundary but within ‘Āhihi Cove. It is the objective of class AA waters that these waters remain
in their natural pristine state as nearly as possible with an absolute minimum of pollution or
alteration of water quality from any human-caused source or actions. To the extent practicable,
the wilderness character of these areas shall be protected. No zones of mixing shall be permitted
in this class: (A) Within a defined reef area, in waters of a depth less than 18 meters (ten
fathoms); or (B) In waters up to a distance of 300 meters (one thousand feet) off shore if there is
no defined reef area and if the depth is greater than 18 meters (ten fathoms). The uses to be
protected in this class of waters are oceanographic research, the support and propagation of
shellfish and other marine life, conservation of coral reefs and wilderness areas, compatible
recreation, and aesthetic enjoyment.
Class A (from Hawaii Administrative Rules, Title 11, Chapter 54) waters are located outside the
Reserve boundary reaching north from Pu’u Ōla’i. It is the objective of class A waters that their
use for recreational purposes and aesthetic enjoyment be protected. Any other use shall be
permitted as long as it is compatible with the protection and propagation of fish, shellfish, and
wildlife, and with recreation in and on these waters. These waters shall not act as receiving
waters for any discharge which has not received the best degree of treatment or control
compatible with the criteria established for this class.
Marine Managed Areas:
Natural Area Reserve designation is assigned to unique ecosystems by the State of Hawai‘i to
preserve, protect, and manage representative samples of unique Hawaiian biological ecosystems
and geological formations for the enjoyment of future generations. ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u was
designated as the first reserve in this system established in 1973 and the only reserve with a
marine component. It was selected for its lava flow, anchialine pools, and marine ecosystem.
Marine Life Conservation Districts (MLCDs) are designed to conserve and replenish marine
resources. MLCDs allow only limited fishing and other consumptive uses, or prohibit such uses
entirely. They provide fish and other aquatic life with a protected area in which to grow and
reproduce, and are home to a great variety of species. Fishes in most MLCDs are fairly tame and
often show little fear of humans. MLCDs are most popular as sites for snorkeling, diving and
underwater photography. The waters encompassing Pahe’e o Lono Point (Molokini Island) is
designated on this map as a MLCD.
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Map properties:
Water Quality & Marine Managed Areas
Map Extent:
Top, Right, Bottom, Left
Included Layers:
Water Quality Monitoring Site, Water Quality Classification, Marine
Managed Areas, Geographic Place Names, Reserve Boundary, Land,
Ocean
Coordinate System: NAD_1983_UTM_Zone_4N
Projection: Transverse_Mercator
False_Easting: 500000.000000
False_Northing: 0.000000
Central_Meridian: -159.000000
Scale_Factor: 0.999600
Latitude_Of_Origin: 0.000000
Linear Unit: Meter
GCS_North_American_1983
Datum: D_North_American_1983
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Annotated ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u NAR Marine Bibliography
Marine
1.DAR and CRAMP (2007). “Status of Maui’s Coral Reefs.” The Hawaii Division of
Aquatic Resources (DAR) in partner with the Coral Reef Assessment and Monitoring
Program.
Comments: This report summaries information from an annual reef survey program
started in Maui County in 1999. It provides information on Coral status and trends,
the growing problem of invasive algae, nutrient elevation in nearshore waters, the role
of grazing fish to control invasive algae, and a case study of Mā‘alaea.
2. GANDA, Garcia and Associates (2007). A Cultural Resource Management Plan for ‘Āhihi
Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve and Keone‘ō‘io. GANDA report no. 2085-1.
Comments: This report provides information to help with strategic planning for the
protection of ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u NAR and Keone‘ō‘io resources. Specific
attention is given to prioritizing protection needs and providing management
recommendations.. Data was collected via archival research, cultural resource
reconnaissance surveys, underwater magnetometry surveys, ethnographic surveys,
and kite aerial photography. Data was used to create a “large-scale chloropleth map”
that summarizes cultural resource status within the NAR. The ethnographic
interviews are especially interesting.
3.NOAA, National Centers Coastal Ocean Science (NCCOS). (2007). Atlas of the Shallowwater Benthic Habitats of the main Hawaiian Islands. NOAA technical Memorandum
NOS NCCOS 61. Biogeography Team. Silver Spring, MD.
4.Department of Land and Natural Resources (2006). “‘Āhihi Kīna‘u /Keone‘ō‘io Progress
Report: November 1, 2005 – May 1, 2006.”
Comments: This article provides a progress report for Nov. 2005 to May 2006. It
includes information on Ranger activities (Ranger-Public interactions, Public Safety,
Enforcement, and Education), area facilities, area programs, weekly trail use, Reserve
incidents, and Funding.
5.Hawai’i Division of Aquatic Resources (DAR) and Coral Reef Assessment and Monitoring
Program (CRAMP) (2006). “Status of Maui’s Coral Reefs.” Department of Land and
Natural Resources Publication.
(http://www.Hawai’i.gov/dlnr/dar/pubs/MauiReefDeclines.pdf).
Comments: This article gives a current summary of long term monitoring results from
9 reef areas in Maui County. Special attention is given to the affects of invasive algae
in the areas.
6.Vann, C., et. al., Hawai‘i Wildlife Fund (2006). “Human Usage Patterns at Keone‘ō‘io,
South Maui Car Census and Technical Survey.” Hawai‘i Tourism Authority and DLNR
(No. BT-04-64).
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Abstract: This study is a continuation of a three year program started in 2001 by the
Hawai’i Wildlife Fund (HWF) to assist the state resource agencies in gathering data
on human usage patterns. This June 2006 report provides data during the 21-month
period September 2004 through may 2006. The data gathered in the survey have
been analyzed to provide information on visitation trends at Keone’ō’io, including the
mean number of people that enter the site on a daily basis, the percentage of tourists
versus residents, peak and early morning arrival times, and differences between
weekday and weekend use..
Comments: This article provides graphed and charted data concerning use of
Keone‘ō‘io area. It offers comparative data for tourist and local population use within
the reserve. It then compares this data with normal state wide usage patterns.
7.Vann, C., H. Bernard, and J. Edwards (2006). “Education Station at ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural
Area Reserve Progress Report 7A.” Submitted for the Hawai’i Wildlife Fund and
Hawai‘i Tourism Authority (HTA) contracted with DLNR No. BT-04-64.
Comments: This report is the sixth in a series presenting qualitative and quantitative
findings of the HTA-funded education/outreach efforts by Hawai‘i Wildlife Fund
(HWF) at the Ma’aonakala (aka Dumps) location in the ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area
Reserve (NAR).
8.State of Hawai’i DLNR Division of Forestry and Wildlife (2006). Report to the TwentyThird Legislature, State of Hawai’i 2006 Regular Session. Requesting the Department of
Land and Natural Resources to Consider Imposing Restrictions on Public Access to the
‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve. In response to House concurrent resolution 88
senate draft 1.
9.Brock, Richard E. (2004). “Anchialine Resources in Two Hawai’i State Natural Area
Reserves: ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u, Maui Island and Manukā, Hawai’i Island With
Recommendations For Their Management.” Prepared for Pacific Islands Coastal
Program, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Services (EAC Rept.No. 2004-15).
Comments: The purpose of this study was to (1) provide a status of the anchialine
resource, (2) inventory the possible threats to the resource, and (3) suggest
management strategies that may assist in better protecting, conserving and restoring
the anchialine resource in these Natural Area Reserves. The article documents
anchialine pool physical characteristics, water chemistry, biological attributes, and
functional and ecological relationships. Challenges to the anchialine pond ecosystem
are also discussed, along with measures to ensure preservation of the unique
ecosystem.
10. Godwin, S. (2004). “Species Inventories for Non-cryptic marine Invertebrates within the
‘Āhihi Kīna‘u natural Area Reserve.” Bishop Museum.
Abstract: The need for conservation of coral ecosystems throughout the world
requires knowledge concerning the ecological requirements of species that make up
the system, causes for the loss of any of the component organisms, and the
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requirements for the survival of remaining species. The collection of systematic
information concerning what taxa are present, or biodiversity assessment, is a
prerequisite for determining the factors previously mentioned. Historically, the
biodiversity assessments and monitoring programs for coral reefs have focused
strictly on the charismatic fauna such as corals and fish. The majority of biodiversity
within coral reef communities is represented by sponge, mollusk, echinoderm,
crustacean, annelid, bryozoan, and tunicate fauna, as well as other cnidarian fauna.
Comments: This article inventories marine invertebrates (sponge, mollusk,
echinoderm, crustacean, annelid, bryozoan, and cnidarian fauna) within the ‘ĀhihiKīna‘u Natural Area Reserve.
11. Jokiel, P., E.K. Brown, A. Friedlander, S. K. Rodgers, and W. R. Smith (2004). “Hawai’i
Coral Reef Assessment and Monitoring Program: spatial patterns and temporal dynamics
in reef communities.” Pacific Science (2004), vol. 58, no. 2:159–174.
Abstract: The Hawai’i Coral Reef Assessment and Monitoring Program (CRAMP)
was established to describe the spatial and temporal variation in Hawai’ian coral reef
communities in relation to natural and anthropogenic factors. Sixty permanent reef
sites stratified by depth have been monitored in the main Hawaiian Islands since 1999
and formed the basis for analysis of temporal change over the initial 3-yr period. A
rapid assessment technique (RAT) was developed to supplement the monitoring site
data and provide much wider geographic coverage, but with a focus on spatial
patterns rather than temporal change. Analysis of these data support and amplifies the
results of many other ecological studies on Hawaiian reefs. The data revealed that the
major natural factors influencing reef coral community structure in Hawai’i include
depth, wave height, wave direction, island age, rugosity, and sediment grain size.
Possible anthropogenic influences and trends also appeared in the data. Areas of
decline appear to be concentrated on islands with high human population or in areas
suffering from extensive sedimentation. Reefs receiving high terrigenous runoff
contain sediments with high organic content. Spatial analysis showed an inverse
relationship between percentage organics and coral species richness and diversity.
Reef coral communities can undergo natural oscillations over a period of years, so
continuation of the CRAMP long-term monitoring is required to establish long-term
(decadal) environmental trends.
12. Anon. (2003). “Summary of Documented Events Involving ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u NAR Available
at: http://www.dofaw.net/nars/about.php?content=021
Comments: This summary describes the history of the Reserve: The proposal of the
Reserve, the establishment of the Reserve, and Reserve enforcement issues. It also
documents the events in and around ‘Āhihi Bay from 1971 until 1998.
13. Meadows, D. (2003). “Report on Special Use Permit.” Two site survey for coral damage
during the course of the research as describe in the permit.
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14. ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Working Group (1998), “The Question of Perpetuation of Traditional
Cultural Fishing Practices, ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve.” Reported to Natural
Area Reserve system commission, October 5, 1998.
Comments: A working group was established in response to a request for permission
to engage in “subsistence” or “cultural” fishing within the reserve. This report
summaries the information provided by the ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u working group for the use
of NARSC to make decisions regarding the issuing of special use permits
15. Anon. (1998). “Summary of Documented Events Involving ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u NAR.”
Comments: This summary describes the history of the Reserve: The proposal of the
Reserve, the establishment of the Reserve, and Reserve enforcement issues. It also
documents the events in and around ‘Āhihi Bay from 1971 until 1998.
16. DLNR Division of Aquatic Resources (1998). “A Marine Resource Survey Conducted at
‘Āhihi-La Perouse Bays and off Cape Kīna’u, Maui between February 17-19, 1998.”
Department of Natural Area Reserves, Division of Aquatic Resources.
Comments: This report summarizes the results from a marine resource survey
conducted at ‘Āhihi-La Perouse Bays and off Cape Kīna‘u, Maui, from February 1719, 1988. The purpose of the survey was to collect information on the marine
resources both in and outside the boundaries of the NAR to (1) document any changes
to the resources compared to an earlier survey (1972), (2) asses the potential impacts
of a request to conduct subsistence fishing practices in the NAR, and (3) identify the
status of the resource relative to area of concern as designated by the NAR manager.
17. Mogi, H., Planning and Research Inc. (1977). “Mākena-La Perouse State park, Maui.”
Department of Land and Natural Resources.*
18. Fielding, A. (1994). “Field Report from Diving in the Cape Kīna‘u Submarine Lava
Tubes: Brief Summary of Hemichordate Worms.” Upublished.*
19. Kay, A. E. and C. Unabia (1993). “The Mollusks of Anchialine Ponds.” Department of
Land and Natural Reserves.*
20. Anon. (1992). “‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve Management Plan.” Prepared for the
Natural Area Reserve systems program in collaboration with the Division of Forestry and
Wildlife, Department of Land and Natural Resources, and the State of Hawai’i. Draft.
Comments: This plan describes the management program at the ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u
Natural Area Reserve (NAR). Three major sources of information were used to
prepare this plan. The first was a field inventory conducted in March 1998,
specifically designed to collect data relevant to the management of the reserve’s
natural resources (see: ‘Āhihi Kina’u Natural Area Reserve Inventory Report, March
1988). The second was the Natural Conservancy’s Hawai‘i Heritage database on rare
species and unique communities. The final source of information was a review of
this plan by qualified managers, planners, and biologists familiar with the area and its
problems. This plan intends to establish long-range goals and describe specific
programs and activities to be accomplished during the next six years.
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21. Hodgson, L.M. and I.A. Abbott (1992). “Nearshore Benthic Marine Algae of Cape
Kīna‘u, Maui” (Botanica Marina 35:535-540).
Abstract: One hundred sixteen species of seaweeds and eight species of
Cyanobacteria were identified in intertidal and shallow subtidal collections from Cape
Kīna‘u, in or near the ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve on the southwestern coast
of east Maui Island, Hawai‘i. This reserve consists of the most recent lava from Halea-ka-lā volcano, from about 200 years ago. The resultant species list contributes to
our understanding of algal communities on basalt substrates, and includes new
Hawaiian records for two genera and fifteen species.
Comments: Algae was collected and recorded from 6 sites (five within the ‘Āhihi
Kīna‘u natural reserve and one outside the reserve). Sites with wave washed
intertidal benches showed the highest species numbers. The paper reports two genera
and fifteen species for the first time in Hawai’i.
22. Hodgson, L.M. and I.A. Abbott (1991). “Nearshore Marine Algae of ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u
Natural Area Reserve.” Department of Land and Natural Resources.
Comments: The objective of this study was to (1) conduct a baseline study of the
marine algae of the ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve on Maui Island, and (2) to
understand the flora of a mixed sandy-basalt area.
23. Walsh, William (1989). Observations of diving at ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u and comments on report
submitted by Bass and Tehama (1985). Upublished Letter.*
24. Chai, David K. (1988). “Management recommendation for ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area
Reserve, Maui, Hawaii.”
Comments: “The purpose of this article is to survey the anchialine pool resources and
provide management recommendations for ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve and
adjacent anchialine pools east of the NAR.”
25. Howarth, Francis G. (1988). “‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve: Biological Inventory
and Management Recommendations for Cave and Wind-supported Ecosystems.” Draft.
Comments: This report is concerned with the special management problems facing
the cave and wind-supported ecosystems. Management suggestions are offered for
Aeolian ecosystems and Littoral habitats in and around ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Area Reserve.
26. Hawai’i Heritage Program and The Nature Conservancy of Hawai‘i (1987). “Biological
Database of Rare Species & Anchialine Pond Types of The State of Hawai‘i.” Prepared
for the County of Hawai‘i, Hilo, Hawai‘i.
Comments: This biological database reviews the existing inventories and available
information on anchialine ponds, particularly in regards to characteristics that make
these resources unique. It also summarizes the available information on the
potentially unique biological resources known or reported to occur in Hawai‘i’s
anchialine ponds.
27. Maciolek, J.A. (1986). “Environmental features and biota of anchialine ponds on cape
Kīna‘u” (Stygologia 2:119-129).
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28. Bass, P. and A.L. Teshimo (1985). “A Baseline Survey of ‘Āhihi Bay.” University of
Hawai‘i Marine Option Program (MOP) Report.
Abstract: ‘Āhihi Bay is located on the western side of Cape Kīna’u, the southernmost
point of the island of Maui. It is one of two designated Natural Area Reserves under
the jurisdiction of the State of Hawai’i Department of Land and Natural Resources.
Removal of marine organisms is not permitted. On May 26, 1995, members of the
University of Hawai’i Marine Option Program (MOP) performed a baseline study of
‘Āhihi Bay. This was the culmination of the 1985 MOP Maui Transecting Workshop.
The survey team established five 100-meter transect sites around the bay. The depth
of these areas ranged from the shoreline to 8.45 meters. The bay floor off the southern
point was deepest, while both sides of the bay were slightly shallower. The central
transects of the bay lay on the shallow reef flat. According to the point quadrant
method, exposed coral rubble was visible on 51.64 per cent of the substrate. Sand
covered almost 10 per cent of the bottom. Corals (25.82%) and calcareous algae
(4.34) were of the nonmotile organisms. The most dominate of the ten observed coral
species were Porities lobata and Pavona varians, which covered 5.9% and 5.12%
percent of the area transected (respectively), using the grid quadrant method.
Porolithon gardineri was the most frequently observed algae. One colony of the
zoanthid Polythoa tuberculosa was noted. In the waters above the 5,000 square meter
transected area, the team observed 1,970 individuals. In all, 66 species were
observed. The five most numerous fish species comprised 54.79 per cent of the total
count. In order, these fishes were Ctenochaetus strigosus (18.12%), Zebrasoma
flavescens (11.47%), Thalassoma duperrey (11.12%), Acanthrusus tristegus (8.38%)
and Stegastes fasciolatus (5.33%). Additionally, the standard length was estimated for
1,159 fish, or 58 per cent of the observed total. A separate distribution table has been
plotted for the top 25 species in this list (Figs 18-42). The top five species of this
study were Ctenochaetus strigosus (16.1%), Thalassoma duperrey (12.7%),
Zebrasoma flavescece (11.8%), Acanthurus nigrofuscus (7.7%) and Stegastes
fasciolatus (7.3%).
29. Maciolek, J. A. (1983). “Distribution and biology of Indo-Pacific insular hypogeal
shrimps.” (Mar. Sci 33:606-618)
30. Wong, D.C.L (1975). “Special use permit repot with list of collected species from Āhihi
Kīna’u NAR.” Unpublished*
31. Reed, A. (1973). “Observation of algae, fish, and invertebrates in ‘Āhihi Bay using
SCUBA”*
32. DLNR Division of Fish and Game (1972). “Natural Area Reserve Survey: La Perouse
Bay-Cape Kīna‘u -‘Āhihi Bay.” Department of Land and Natural Resources, Division of
Fish and Game, State of Hawai‘i. UH Manoa Hamilton, Call Number: SZ 870817.29.
Comments: The Division of Fish and Game and the Department of Land and Natural
Resources, conducted an underwater survey at La Perouse (Keone‘ō‘io) Bay, off
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Cape Kīna‘u and at ‘Āhihi Bay on the Southwest Coast of the Island of Maui during
August 2 and 3, 1972. Estimates of fish species composition and density and other
marine organisms were obtained through underwater fish counts and diver
observations. A comparison of fish counts between the 1970 survey and this 1972
survey is also provided.
Terrestrial
1.GANDA, Garcia and Associates (2007). A Cultural Resource Management Plan for
‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve and Keone‘ō‘io. GANDA report no. 2085-1
2.Palmer, D.D. (2003) Hawai‘i’s Ferns and Fern Allies. University of Hawai‘i Press, Honolulu, HI
(pp.198-201). Natural Area Reserve System (1992). ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Inventory Report: March
1988. Division of Forestry and Wildlife, Dept of Land and Natural Resources, State of Hawai’i.

3.Stone, F.D. and F.G. Howarth (1992). Status report of Kailua O Lapa cave at ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u
Natural Area Reserve. Submitted to NAR. Unpublished*
4.Abbott, I.A. (1991). List of flowering plants and Hawaiian medicinal plants found within
the ‘Āhihi -Cape Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve. Unpublished*
5.Abbott, I.A. and F.G. Norris (1991). List of flowering plants along shore of Āhihi Kīna’u
N.A.R. and adjacent Kipuka.
6.Bordner, R. (1990). Archaeological reconnaissance survey: cape Kīna‘u, Maui: From Ka
Lae Mamane to the Kualapa Site Complex. Chaminade University of Honolulu.
7.U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (1989). Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants. 50
CFR 17.11 & 17.12. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.
8.Natural Area Reserve System (1988). “Natural area reserve system inventory Field
manual.” Prepared by the Nature Conservancy of Hawai’i for the Division of Forestry
and Wildlife.*
9.Pyle, R.L. (1988). “Checklist of the Birds of Hawai‘i.” (Elepaio 48(11): 95-106).
10. Gibbs, et. al. (1987). Memo on visit to Cape Kīna‘u. Unpublished*
11. Smith, C. (1987). List of Lichen observed in ‘Āhihi Kīna‘u Natural Area Reserve. In
memo to Dr. R. Lee, Director of NARS. Unpublished*
12. Wagner, W. H. Jr. and F.S. Wagner (1987). Revised checklist of Hawai’ian
Pteridophytes. Unpublished*
13. Giambelluca, T.W., M.A. Nullet, and T.A. Schroeder (1986). Rainfall Atlas of Hawai‘i.
Water Resource Research Center/ Dept. of Meteorology, University of Hawai‘i at Manoa
and DLNR division of Water and Land Development, Report R76.
14. Medeiros, A.C. Jr., Loope, L.L. and R.H. Holt. (1986). Status of native flowering plant
species on the south slope of Haleakalā. Technical Report #59, Cooperative National
Park Resource Studies Unit, Hawai‘i. University of Hawaii and National Park Service.
230pp.
15. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (1985). Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants;
Review of Plant Taxa for Listing as Endangered or Threatened Species. Federal Register,
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50 CFR Part 17. vol 50, no. 188. Dept. of the Interior. U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C.
16. Barnard, J.L. (1977). “The Cavernicolous fauna of Hawaiian Lava tubes” (Pac. Insects
17:267-299).
Abstract: Ten species of amphipods have been discovered in lava ponds of Hawai‘i
and Maui. The partially phreatic and brackish lava pond systems contain the
following taxa: a new genus, Rotomelita, with 2 new species, bearing affinities to a
3rd species from Bismark Archipelago; 3 new species of Paramoera with coldtemperate affinities; 2 new species of Grandidierella; a new species of Hadzia
(=Liagoceradocus); and 1 species of Nuuanu and Parhyale. The species of
Rotomelita and Hadzia are blind and those of Paramoera and Nuuanu have reduced
eyes, although several of these were captured in bright or shaded sunlight of inland
pools.
Comments: This article provides a detailed discussion, with illustrations, of the new
amphipod species found in lava ponds in various places on Hawai’i and Maui
(specifically Cape Kīna‘u, Maui).
17. Maciolek, J.A. (1975). “Limnological ecosystems and Hawai‘i’s preservational planning.”
(Verein. Limnol. 19:1461-1467).
Comments: This article summarizes information from surveys and studies pertaining
to inland waters of Hawai’i to (1) present a brief but comprehensive inventory of
Hawai‘i’s natural limnological resources, (2) provide a basis for comparison of
aquatic resource status with other oceanic islands, and (3) demonstrate that limnology
can have an important role in the conservational aspect of socio-economic planning
18. Maciolek, J.A. (1975). Hawai‘i’s first natural area reserve. Defenders of Wildlife vol.
50(6): 500-503.
19. Wong, D.C.L. (1975). “Algae of the Anchialine Pools of Cape Kinau, Maui, and Aspects
of the Trophic Ecology of Halocaridina rubra holthuis (Decapoda, Atyidae)” (MA
Thesis, University of Hawaii, 1975).
Abstract: The taxonomy and distribution of algae in the anchialine pools at Cape
Kinau, Maui, Hawaii, were studied with respect to environmental variables. Related
work concerned studies of the foods and feeding anatomy of a small atyid shrimp,
Halocaridina rubra, which is the dominate primary consumer. The Anchialine pools
can be separated into four groups based on their algal flora. On one extreme are pools
in which matted and crustaceous cyanophyte communities are characteristic; at the
other, are pools dominated by a marine flora consisting of macrophytic chlorophytes
and rhodophytes. Intermediate are pools in which marine algae are found along with
the cyanophyte communities. The fourth group of pools is characterized by the
presence of the phanerogam Ruppia maritime. Matted and crustaceous cyanophyte
communities—Scytonema cincinnatum mat, Lyngbya mat, Lyngbya, crust—are the
most unique components of the anchialine algal flora. The Scytonema and Lyngbya
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mats are comparable to similar communities described in the literature and the
Lyngbya crust is likened to organosedimentary structures delineated in many studies
as algal stromatolites or algal laminated sediments. Inorganic material associated
with cyanophyte communities was identified by X-ray diffraction as calcium
carbonate in the form of aragonite. It is postulated that these sediments are biogenic
and autochthonous—that they are precipitated in situ by the cyanophyte communities
as no allochthonous source is apparent. Salinity was identified as a major factor
affecting the distribution of algae; other influencing factors were substratum
insolation, and tides and wind. Analyses of Halocaridina rubra gut contents indicated
that the major component of its diet consisted of an amorphous mass of greenishbrown material composed mainly of organic detritus. Lyngbya sheaths and diatom
frustules were the most prominent among identifiable materials ingested. H. rubra
generally feeds on bottom materials but also was observed feeding in midwater in
pools with abundant phytoplankton such as Gymodinium. It is primarily a chelate
raptatory feeder. A maxillary filtratory mechanim is postulated circumstantially to be
involved in the feeding of phytoplankton in the water column.
20. Abbott, A.T. (1972). Geological theme on report concerning Kīna‘ u Peninsula, Maui,
Hawai‘i for consideration as natural area site for the state of Hawai‘i. Unpublished.*
21. Anon. (Year N/A). Vascular plant species list, ‘Āhihi-Kīna‘u Area. Unpublished.*
22. Holthuis, L.B. letter to J. Maciolek (Year N/A). Identification of a species of Procaris
from cape Kīna‘u sent to national museum of natural history
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Appendix I: Metadata
Layer Name:
Aerial Imagery
Image File Names: kanaio_01.ecw, kanaio_02.ecw, makena_03.ecw
Abstract: True color diapositive photographs were obtained by the NOAA/NOS Benthic Habitat
Mapping Program during March through July 2000 at the 1:24,000 scale for the majority of the
shoreline of the main Hawaiian islands. These diapositive photographs were scanned and copied
to DVD media at the PDC before being returned to NOAA/NOS. The archived scans were
organized via island area and are stored offline at the PDC.
The PDC also obtained additional flight lines of the same collection in September 2002. These
additional flight lines were collected but never purchased by NOAA/NOS. The prints were
scanned by the PDC. The PDC then provided NOAA/NOS with copies of the scans and retained
the prints. These photos can be queried, viewed, and downloaded on the internet through a
searchable archive created by NOS's Biogeography Program called Image Finder. See
http://biogeo.nos.noaa.gov/products/data/photos/ for more information.
Purpose: True color diapositive photographs were obtained for use by the NOAA/NOS Benthic
Habitat Mapping Program.
Sensor Type: Aerial photography
Sensor Homepage URL:http://biogeo.nos.noaa.gov/products/data/photos/
Sensor Platform: Aircraft
Nominal Altitude: ~3650 feet
Mode Name: Color-Infrared
Mode Resolution: 1
Mode Resolution Units: Meters
Mode Resolution Notes: 1:24,000 nominal scale
Swath Width: 30,000
Swath Width Units: Feet
Day or Night: Day
Overlap: 60
Original Frame Size: 9 X 9
Scan DPI: 800
Band Wavelength Low: 0.4
Band Wavelength High: 0.7
Band Wavelength Units: Micrometers
Band Description: Wavelengths are estimated because no definitive specifications could be
found at NOAA's Biogeography website.
Data update frequency: None planned
Who created the data: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration / National Ocean
Survey / Center for Coastal Monitoring and Assessment
Type of data: raster digital data
Location of the data: http://www.pdc.org/geodata/hawaii/maui/
Access constraints: none
Use constraints: Acknowledgment of NOAA/NOS would be appreciated in products derived
from these data.
Contact: Director, Pacific Disaster Center,
590 Lipoa Pkwy, Suite 259
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Kihei, Hawaii 96753, United States
808-891-0525 (voice), 808-891-0526 (fax)
Layer Name:Ahupua`a - Historic (Traditional) Land Divisions for the Island of Maui.
Shapefile Name:mau_ahupuaa
Layer Type: Polygon
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Island of Maui
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD 83
Description:This data includes the traditional set of boundary information shown on USGS
1:24,000-scale topographic maps (1992-1997). These data are intended for geographic display
and analysis at a regional level. The data should be displayed and analyzed at scales appropriate
for 1:24,000-scale data.
Source: U.S. Geological Survey, Western Geographic Science Center, 2004.
History: This layer was downloaded from USGS Hawaii Data Clearinghouse website
(http://hawaii.wr.usgs.gov), 2007.
Attributes: MAJOR USGS Major Code
MINOR USGS Minor Code
NAME Ahupua`a Name
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:
Aids To Navigation
Shapefile Name: Aids To Navigation
Layer Type:
Point
Status:
Complete
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection:
Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum:
NAD 83
Description:
This dataset contains those aids to navigation located in marine waters within the
vicinity of
the main Hawaiian Islands and recorded on the nautical charts.
Source:
NOAA Raster Nautical Charts
History: The raster nautical charts were first reprojected from their original projection/datum to
UTM Zone 4, Old Hawaiian using NOAA's Nautical Chart Reprojector v1.8.3. NOAA's
ArcView ChartViewer extension was used to display the reprojected nautical charts in ArcView
v3.2. Subject areas were then digitized off the individual nautical charts and merged into a single
dataset/shapefile which covers the entire state. The dataset was then transformed to UTM Zone
4, NAD 83, to adhere to new project requirements, using the Hawaii Datums and Projections
extension in ArcView. Completed December, 2002.
Attributes: ID
TYPE

Polygon ID
Type of Navigational Aid as interpreted from the nautical chart symbol
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SUB-TYPE Specific shape and/or type as interpreted from the nautical chart symbol
NAME
Name of navigational aid
LT_CLASS Class of light
LT_COLOR Color of light
PERIOD Time taken to exhibit one full light sequence
ELEVATION Elevation of focal plane above datum
RANGE
Nominal range of light (M=nautical miles)
OWNER
Ownership of navigational aid
CHART
Source chart from which object was digitized
NOTE: Data not to be used for navigational purposes. Data were not reviewed or authenticated
by the Office of Coast Survey, NOAA National Ocean Service. NOAA is not responsible for the
use of these data as a navigational tool.
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:
Aquifers – DLNR
Shapefile Name: lnr_aq_line, lnr_aq_poly
Layer Type:
Polygon, Line
Status:
Complete
Geog. Extent: Islands of Hawaii, Kauai, Lanai, Maui, Molokai and Oahu
Projection:
Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4
Datum:
NAD 83
Description:
Aquifers, as determined/defined by DLNR/DOWALD. (Note: DOH maintains
another version of aquifers, which is more resource-oriented in nature, and which has different
boundaries than the DLNR/DOWALD version, which is more administrative in nature).
Source:
State Department of Land and Natural Resources island-wide maps of varying
scales and sizes.
History:
Digitized in 1995 in Arc/Info using ArcEdit by DLNR-DOWALD from islandwide maps of varying scales. Updated by DOWALD in March,2000. Updated by CWRM in
February, 2005 to add the island of Molokai. Coastline revised by CWRM, Jan 2006.
Attributes:
AREA
area of polygon (sq. meters)
PERIMETER
perimeter of polygon (meters)
<isl>LNRAQ# Polygon internal number (for Arc/Info use)
<isl>LNRAQ-ID Polygon ID (for Arc/Info use)
SECTOR
Sector Name
SYSTEM
System Name
SY
Sustainable Yield in million gallons/day (mgd)
CODE
Aquifer Code
DY
Developable Yield in million gallons/day (mgd)
GWMA Ground Water Management Area
Arcs:
FNODE#
From Node Number (for Arc/Info use)
TNODE#
To Node Number (for Arc/Info use)
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LPOLY#
Left Polygon Number (for Arc/Info use)
RPOLY#
Right Polygon Number (for Arc/Info use)
LENGTH
Length (meters)
<isl>LNRAQ# Arc Internal Number (for Arc/Info use)
<isl>LNRAQ-ID Arc ID (for Arc/Info use)
CODE
Specifies type of line (for drawing)
CODE
Definition
Internal arc (i.e. not system or sector arc)
sector
Sector arc
system
System arc
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Aquifers - DOH
Shapefile Name:dohaq_n83
Layer Type: Polygon
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Islands of Hawaii, Kauai, Lanai, Maui, Molokai and Oahu
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4
Datum: NAD 83
Descript: Aquifers, as determined/defined by DOH. (Note: DLNR maintains another version of
aquifers, which is more administrative in nature, and which has different boundaries than the
DOH version, which is more resource-oriented in nature).The attribute data represent aquifer
type codes and status codes that describe an aquifer's geology and status (ie. development stage,
utility, salinity, uniqueness, and vulnerability).
Source: Original maps prepared by John F. Mink and L. Stephen Lau (Water Resources Research
Center)for the Department of Health's Groundwater Protection Program. Digitized by DOH Environmental Planning Office from the original mylars, based on USGS 1:24,000 scale maps.
History: Digitized in 1992 by DOH - Environmental Planning Office from the original mylars,
based on USGS 1:24,000 scale maps.
Attributes: AREA area of polygon (sq. meters)
PERIMETER perimeter of polygon (meters)
<isl>DOHAQ# Polygon internal number (for Arc/Info use)
<isl>DOHAQ-ID Polygon ID (for Arc/Info use)
ISLAND Island Code
SECTOR Aquifer Sector
SYSTEM Aquifer System
TYPEA Aquifer Type (see Note 1, below)
TYPEB Lower Aquifer Type, when present (see Note 1, below)
STATA Aquifer Status
STATB Lower Aquifer Status, when present (see Note 1, below)
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Redefined Items:Note: STATUS is made up of DEV, UTILITY, SALINITY, UNIQUE and
VULN
DEVA Aquifer Status
UTILITYA Aquifer Utility
SALINITYA Aquifer Salinity (mg/l Cl-)
UNIQUEA Aquifer Uniqueness
VULNA Aquifer Vulnerability
DEVB Lower Aquifer Status, when present (see Note 1, below)
UTILITYB Lower Aquifer Utility, when present (see Note 1, below)
SALINITYB Lower Aquifer Salinity, when present (see Note 1, below)
UNIQUEB Lower Aquifer Uniqueness, when present (see Note 1, below)
VULNB Lower Aquifer Vulnerability, when present (see Note 1, below)
Attribute Descriptions (Polygons):
ISL. SECTOR SYSTEM
02 Kauai 01 Lihue 01 Koloa
02 Hanamaulu
03 Wailua
04 Anahola
05 Kilauea
02 Hanalei 01 Kalihiwai
02 Hanalei
03 Wainiha
04 Napili
03 Waimea 01 Kekaha
02 Waimea
03 Makaweli
04 Hanapepe
03 Oahu 01 Honolulu 01 Palolo
02 Nuuanu
03 Kalihi
04 Moanalua
05 Waialae
02 Pearl Harbor 01 Waimalu
02 Waiawa
03 Waipahu
04 Ewa
05 Kunia
03 Waianae 01 Nanakuli
02 Lualualei
03 Waianae
04 Makaha
05 Keaau
04 North 01 Mokuleia
02 Waialua
03 Kawailoa
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05 Central 01 Wahiawa
02 Koolau
06 Windward 01 Koolauloa
02 Kahana
03 Koolaupoko
04 Waimanalo
04 Molokai 01 West 01 Kaluakoi
02 Punakou
02 Central 01 Hoolehua
02 Manawainui
03 Kualapuu
03 Southeast 01 Kamiloloa
02 Kawela
03 Ualapue
04 Waialua
04 Northeast 01 Kalaupapa
02 Kahanui
03 Waikolu
04 Haupu
05 Pelekunu
06 Wailau
07 Halawa
05 Lanai 01 Central 01 Windward
02 Leeward
02 Mahana 01 Hauola
02 Maunalei
03 Lapaiki
03 Kaa 01 Honopu
02 Kaumalapau
04 Manele 01 Kealia
02 Manele
06 Maui 01 Wailuku 01 Waikapu
02 Iao
03 Waihee
04 Kahakuloa
02 Lahaina 01 Honokohau
02 Honolua
03 Honokowai
04 Launiupoko
05 Olowalu
06 Ukumehame
03 Central 01 Kahului
02 Paia
03 Makawao
04 Kamaole
04 Koolau 01 Haiku
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02 Honopou
03 Waikamoi
04 Keanae
05 Hana 01 Kuhiwa
02 Kawaipapa
03 Waihoi
04 Kipahulu
06 Kahikinui 01 Kaupo
02 Nakuula
03 Lualailua
08 Hawaii 01 Kohala 01 Hawi
02 Waimanu
03 Mahukona
02 E. Mauna Kea 01 Honokaa
02 Paauilo
03 Hakalau
04 Onomea
03 W. Mauna Kea 01 Waimea
04 NE. Mauna Loa 01 Hilo
02 Keaau
05 SE. Mauna Loa 01 Olaa
02 Kapapala
03 Naalehu
04 Ka Lae
06 SW. Mauna Loa 01 Manuka
02 Kaapuna
03 Kealakekua
07 NW. Mauna Loa 01 Anaehoomalu
08 Kilauea 01 Pahoa
02 Kalapana
03 Hilina
04 Keaiwa
09 Hualalai 01 Keauhou
02 Kiholo
TYPEA/TYPEB - 3 digit/character code describing aquifer hydrology and geology:
1st Digit: Hydrology
Value Definition Description
1 Basal Fresh water in contact with seawater
2 High Level Fresh water not in contact with sea water
2nd Digit: Hydrology
Value Definition Description
1 UnconfinedWhere water table is upper surface of saturated aquifer
2 Confined Aquifer bounded by impermeable or poorly permeable formations, and top of
saturated aquifer is below groundwater surface
3 Confined or Where actual condition is uncertain
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Unconfined
3rd Digit: Geology
Value Definition Description
1 Flank Horizontally extensive lavas
2 Dike Aquifers in dike compartments
3 Flank/Dike Indistinguishable
4 Perched Aquifer on impermeable layer
5 Dike/Perched Indistinquishable
6 SedimentaryNonvolcanic lithology
Status Code (Groundwater) - 5 digit/character code describing aquifer status:
1st Digit: Developmental Stage
Value Definition
1 Currently used
2 Potential use
3 No potential use
2nd Digit: Utility
Value Definition
1 Drinking
2 Ecologically important
3 Neither
3rd Digit: Salinity (mg/l Cl-)
Value Definition
1 Fresh (<250)
2 Low (250-1,000)
3 Moderate (1,000-5,000)
4 High (5,000-15,000)
5 Seawater (>15,000)
4th Digit: Uniqueness
Value Definition
1 Irreplaceable
2 Replaceable
5th Digit: Vulnerability to Contamination
Value Definition
1 High
2 Moderate
3 Low
4 None
Note 1: In order to distinguish areas where there are aquifers above other aquifers (such as
coastal caprock areas), the fields have been labeled typea and typeb, and stata and statb. Typea
and stata represent the upper aquifers, while typeb and statb represent the lower aquifers, when
they occur.
Note 2: Although these coverages are complete, final QA/QC procedures have not yet been
performed. Attribute data on the aquifer codes and status codes were entered manually and are
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correct to the best of our knowledge.
An explanation of these delineations and protocols can be found in the following documents
WRRC documents:
Technical Report No. 179 - Aquifer Identification and Classification for Oahu: Groundwater
Protection Strategy for Hawaii. Feb. 1990 (Rev.)
Technical Report No. 185 - Aquifer Identification and Classification for Maui: Groundwater
Protection Strategy for Hawaii. Feb. 1990.
Technical Report No. 186 - Aquifer Identification and Classification for Kauai: Groundwater
Protection Strategy for Hawaii. Sept. 1992.
Technical Report No. 187 - Aquifer Identification and Classification for Molokai: Groundwater
Protection Strategy for Hawaii. Oct. 1992.
Technical Report No. 190 - Aquifer Identification and Classification for Lanai: Groundwater
Protection Strategy for Hawaii. April 1993.
Technical Report No. 191 - Aquifer Identification and Classification for the Island of Hawaii:
Groundwater Protection Strategy for Hawaii. May 1993.
These technical reports are available from the Groundwater Protection Program, Department of
Health. For more information contact: Glen Fukunaga 586-4378 or 586-4343. Fax: 586-4370
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Bathymetric Hillshade
Raster Name Maui15_HS, Maui16_HS
Layer Type: Raster
Geog. Extent: Southwest Maui
Projection:
Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum:
NAD 83
Description:
This is a graphic image created to provide shaded relief to underwater near shore
areas.
Source:
SHOALS Lidar
History: Layer was processed from bathymetry raster data using ArcToolbox Hillshade function
Contact: Erin Naughton, Hawaii Institute of Marine Biology, Coral Reef Assessment and
Monitoring Program, P.O. Box 1346, Kaneohe, HI 96744, 808-236-7440, 808-236-7443 fax,
email: erinnaug@hawaii.edu
Layer Name:Benthic Habitats
Shapefile Name:Maui_Benthic
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Layer Type: Polygon
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Islands of Hawaii, Kauai, Lanai, Maui, Molokai and Oahu
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4
Datum: NAD 83
Originator: Miles Anderson, Analytical Laboratories of Hawaii
Publication_Date: 2007
Title: Benthic Habitats of The Main Eight Hawaiian Islands Derived From IKONOS and Quick
Bird Satellite Imagery, 2004-2006
Originator: Department of Commerce (DOC), National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA), National Ocean Service (NOS), National Centers for Coastal Ocean
Science (NCCOS), Center for Coastal Monitoring and Assessment (CCMA), Biogeography
Program
Description:This project is a cooperative effort between the National Ocean Service, National
Centers for Coastal Ocean Science, Center for Coastal Monitoring and Assessment, the
University of Hawaii, BAE Systems Spectral Solutions and Analytical Laboratories of Hawaii,
LLC. The goal of the work was to map the coral reef habitats of the Main Eight Hawaiian Islands
by visual interpretation and manual delineation of IKONOS and Quick Bird satellite imagery.
A two tiered habitat classification system was tested and implemented in this work. It integrates
geomorphologic reef structure and biological cover into a single scheme and subsets each into
detail. It also includes fourteen zones.
Purpose: The National Ocean Service is conducting a map production effort to digitally map
biotic resources and coordinate a long-term monitoring program that can detect and predict
change in U.S. coral reefs, and their associated habitats and biological communities.
Time_Period_of_Content:
Beginning_Date: 2004
Ending_Date: 2007
Maintenance_and_Update_Frequency: None planned
Attribute_Accuracy_Report: This GIS polygon product was generated from a subset of fourteen
image bundles which, when combined, constitute the approximately 85% of the Main Eight
Hawaiian Islands. A statistical analysis that generates a Tau statistic was conducted. The Tau
statistic for the major classes of structure and cover is 0.971 and 0.908 respectively. The Tau
statistic for detailed structure and cover classes is 0.891 and 0.827 respectively.
Logical_Consistency_Report: All mapping was conducted from ortho-rectified IKONOS satellite
imagery provided by BAE prior to map production. IKONOS and Quick Bird satellite imagery
was corrected for atmospheric and water column effects, color balanced, pan sharpened and
deglinted. During the digitizing process, image stretches and manipulating image contrast,
brightness and color balance were performed in the ArcView Image Analysis Extension to
enhance features in the processed imagery.
GIS topologic quality was established by executing ArcView extension routines that check for:
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overlapping polygons, multipart polygons, sliver polygons and void polygons. Additionally
checks for adjacent polygons with the same habitat attributes were completed. All errors were
identified and corrected. This file is believed to be logically consistent.
Completeness_Report: BAE Systems acquired, processed and delivered ortho-rectified imagery
to Analytical Laboratories of Hawaii. Delineation of all habitat boundaries was conducted with
the image scale at 1:6,000 or less. This ensures that the level of detail produced by the photo
interpreter is uniform throughout the project.
The minimum mapping unit (MMU) for identifying habitats or features was 1 acre or less. The
software utilized in this project was designed to alert the photo interpreter each time a polygon
was drawn smaller than the a MMU of 1 acre. When this occurred the photo interpreter has the
choice whether to include the polygon in the data set. Only in areas where local coral reef
managers expressed interest in specific map classes or in Marine Protected Areas or for areas of
land were polygons of smaller then the MMU allowed.
Process_Description:
Benthic habitat maps were digitized by delineating habitat boundaries from ortho-rectified
IKONOS and Quick Bird satellite imagery loaded into ArcView 3.3 GIS software with the
Image Analysis and NOAA Coral Reef Habitat Digitizing extensions both activated. Digitizing
was conducted using heads-up on computer screen methods with the minimum mapping unit
(MMU) set to 1 acre and the image scale at 1:6,000.
All remotely sensed imagery was processed by BAE prior to map production. The imagery was
corrected for atmospheric and water column effects, pan sharpened and deglinted. During the
digitizing process, images were stretched and contrast, brightness and color balance were
modified using the Arc View Image Analysis Extension to enhance features in the processed
imagery.
A first draft map was completed and features in the imagery where uncertainties existed, due to
confusing or difficult to interpret signatures, were identified for future ground validation effort.
An ArcView GIS point theme was generated with points positioned on the features of uncertain
habitat type or along transects though gradients between habitat types. The GIS points were
converted to GPS waypoints using Trimble Pathfinder Software and were navigated to in the
field using a Trimble GeoExplorer 3 GPS data logger.
A benthic habitat characterization was conducted at each site by use of a tethered video camera
snorkeling, free diving, or where water depth and clarity permitted, by observation from the
surface. GPS data were collected at each location and site ID, depth, habitat type, zone and the
method used to make the assessment were recorded. A second draft of the map was generated
incorporating these field observations.
Attribute:UNIQUEID4 digit numerical value representing a unique habitat combination of
structure and cover attributes
POLYGONID
AREA Area of polygon
PERIMETER Perimeter of polygon
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ACRES Area of polygon in acres
M_STRUCTMajor reef structure
D_STRUCT Detailed structure
M_COVER Major biological cover
P_COVER Percent biological cover of major cover type
ZONE Geomorphologic zone
COVER_TYPEConcatenated field of major cover and percent cover used for legend fill
Contact: National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National Ocean Service
(NOS), National Centers for Coastal Ocean Science (NCCOS), Center for Coastal Monitoring
and Assessment (CCMA), Biogeography Program
1305 East West Highway, Silver Spring, MD 20910
301-713-3028, 301-713-4384 (fax)
Email: tim.battista@noaa.gov
Layer Name:
Cables
Shapefile Name: Cables
Layer Type:
Line
Status:
Complete
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection:
Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum:
NAD 83
Description:
This dataset contains those submarine cables located in marine waters within the
vicinity of the main Hawaiian Islands and recorded on the nautical charts.
Source :
NOAA Raster Nautical Charts
History:
The raster nautical charts were first reprojected from their original
projection/datum to UTM Zone 4, NAD83 using NOAA's Nautical Chart Reprojector v1.8.3.
NOAA's ArcView ChartViewer extension was used to display the reprojected nautical charts in
ArcView v3.2. Data points were then digitized off the individual nautical charts and merged into
a single dataset/shapefile which covers the entire state. Completed December, 2002.
Attributes: LENGTH
Length of cable in meters
ID
ID of cable
CHART1
Source chart from which object was digitized
CHART2
Secondary source chart from which object was digitized
DESCRIPT
Description of object as interpreted from the nautical chart symbol
NOTE: Data not to be used for navigational purposes. Data were not reviewed or authenticated
by the Office of Coast Survey, NOAA National Ocean Service. NOAA is not responsible for the
use of these data as a navigational tool.
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Cave Assessment
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Metadata Unavailable. Please contact Garcia and Associates for more information.
Layer Name:Coastal Resources
Shapefile Name:cstrsrc_n83
Layer Type: Point
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Islands of Kauai, Oahu and Maui only
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4
Datum: NAD 83
Description:Coastal Resources for selected islands
Source: Kauai: "Kauai Coastal Resource Atlas, 'U.S. Army Corp of Engineers, 1984. Oahu and
Maui from 'Oahu Resource Atlas' and 'Maui Resource Atlas' Harbors Division, 1981.
History: Digitized in 1989 for the Office of Planning by Sets Hawaii.
Attributes: AREA Not used - point data
PERIMETER Not used - point data
CSTRSRC#Point internal number (for Arc/Info use)
CSTRSRC-ID Point ID (for Arc/Info use)
REC_TP Numeric Code Representing Type of Activity
ACTIVITYActivity Occuring/Observed at site
REC.TPDefinition/Activity
1 Anchorage
2 Aquarium Fish Collecting
3 Aquatic Recreation
4 Bait Fishing
5 Board Surfing
6 Body Surfing
7 Canoe Paddling
8 Crabbing
9 Excursion Boat
10 Gill Netting
11 Lobster
12 Octopus
13 Opihi
14 Pole and Line Fishing
15 Sailing
16 Sea Urchin
17 Seaweed
18 Shark
19 Shell Collecting
20 Spear Fishing
21 Speciealized Fisheries
22 Sport Diving
23 Throw Netting
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24 Torch Fishing
25 Trapping
26 Troll-Bottom Fishing
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Conservation District Subzones
Shapefile Name:cdsubzn_n83
Layer Type: Polygon
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD 83
Description:Conservation District Subzones, Statewide Coverage as of 1995.
Source: The Conservation District Subzones were extracted from the LUD95 layers. Subzones
are administered by the Department of Land and Natural Resources. The Conservation Districts
are administered by the State Land Use Commission. The Conservation District Subzone
boundaries depicted in these files are not official and are representations for presentation
purposes only. A determination of the official subzone boundaries should be obtained through
the Dept. of Land and Natural Resources.
History: Statewide Subzone coverage created by The Office of Planning (OP), by merging
separate island coverages, Sept. 2000.
Changed attribute values of "doughnut" polygons (i.e., polygons not within conservation district,
but wholly contained within polygons that are within conservation district) from "blank" to "NA"
to make it more clear that these areas are not in the conservation district at all, February, 2008.
Attributes: AREA area of polygon (sq. meters)
PERIMETER perimeter of polygon (meters)
ALLSUBZONES# Polygon internal number (for Arc/Info use)
ALLSUBZONES-IDPolygon ID (for Arc/Info use)
CONDIST Conservation District Code
MARINE Marine Feature
CONDIST Definition
C Undesignated Subzone
G General Subzone
L Limited Subzone
NA Not Applicable / Not in Conservation District (i.e., "doughnut polygon")
P Protective Subzone
R Resource Subzone
SS Special Subzone
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MARINE Definition
0 Not a marine district, i.e. w/in coastline
1 Marine district, i.e. outside coastline
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:CRAMP Sites
Shapefile Name:Cramp_Sites
Layer Type: point
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Ahihi Kinau Natural Area Reserve
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD 83
Description:GPS locations of sites assessed for coral cover and health
Contact: Erin Naughton, Hawaii Institute of Marine Biology, Coral Reef Assessment and
Monitoring Program, P.O. Box 1346, Kaneohe, HI 96744, 808-236-7440, 808-236-7443 fax,
email: erinnaug@hawaii.edu
Layer Name:Critical Habitat – Blackburn Sphinx Moth
Shapefile Name:MA_crhb_Moth
Layer Type: Polygon
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD 83
Description:Designation of Critical Habitat. The data sets define the boundaries for the habitat
needed for the species to recover to a normal distribution. See individual metadata files for more
complete descriptions of the dataset(s).
Source: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Pacific Islands Office, 2004. See individual metadata
files for more complete descriptions of sources and processes used.
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:DAR Streams
Shapefile Name:darstreams
Layer Type: Line
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD 83
Description:Streams (both perennial and intermittent)
Source: USGS Digital Line Graphs, 1983 version; CWRM Hawaii Stream
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Assessment database, 1993, DLNR Division of Aquatic Resources,2004.
History: Arcs were extracted from the 1983 DLG hydrography layers based on the CWRM
Hawaii Stream Assessment (HSA) maps and database, then coded with the HSA stream code,
and the HSA stream name (1993). DAR added additional streams from the DLG hydrography
layer, and added additional attribute data. Further additions, refinement, and editing by DAR in
2003, 2004. Additional streams coded and added (NON-PERENNIAL) in 2005. OP Staff
cleaned up and re-ordered attributes in March, 2005, and merged the islands together into one
shape file.
Note: Layer is still under development - not all items have been assigned/populated for all
islands.
Attributes: FID Feature ID
Shape Feature Geometry
Length Length of arc in meters
Type Type of stream (derived from USGS DLG Major/Minor Codes)
SubType SubType of Stream (derived from USGS DLG Major/Minor Codes)
HSA_Code Hawaii Stream Assessment Code (Character)
<Island>-<HGU_Code>-<Stream Code>
NHSA_Code Numeric Hawaii Stream Assessment Code
1st digit = Island
2nd digit = Hydrographic Unit
3-5 digit = Stream
6-8 digit = blank
DAR_Code DAR Stream Code (Character)
<Island>-<HGU_Code>-<Stream>.<Tributary>
NDAR_Code Numeric DAR Stream Code
1st digit = Island
2nd digit = Hydrographic Unit
3-5 digit = Stream
6-8 digit = Tributary
Island Island
HGU_Code Hydrographic Unit Code
(each island is split into several hydrographic units,
DLNR-CWRM uses these codes for their watershed coding)
Stream Stream Code
Tributary Tributary Code
Sec_Nam Section/segment Name
Sec_Num Section/segment Number
Stream_Nam Stream Name
Trib_Nam Tributary Name
HLU_Code Hydrologic Unit Code - Federal Designation that
DLNR-CWRM uses in its watershed coding)
Quadrangle USGS Quadrangle Name
Comment Comment
HSA_Code_SE Unknown
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Attributes: Island: Definition:
1 Niihau
2 Kauai
3 Oahu
4 Molokai
5 Lanai
6 Maui
7 Kahoolawe
8 Hawaii
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Geographic Place Names
Shapefile Name:geonames_n83
Layer Type: Point
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD 83
Description:Geographic Place Names from the USGS Geographic Names Information System
(GNIS).
Source: USGS Geographic Names Information System (GNIS)
History: Downloaded by the Office of Planning from USGS in March, 2003. (Item definition
obtained from GNIS On-Line Data Users Guide
(http://mapping.usgs.gov/www/ti/GNIS/gnis_users_guide.html), 2000.
Attributes: AREA Point layer - not used
PERIMETER Point layer - not used
GEONAMES# Point internal number (for Arc/Info use)
GEONAMES-ID Point ID (for Arc/Info use)
STATE State
FEATURE_NA Feature Name
FEATURE_TY Feature Type
STATE_FIPS State FIPS Code of Feature
COUNTY_FIP County FIPS Code of Feature
LATITUDE Latitude Coordinates of feature (Decimal Degrees)
LONGITUDE Longitude Coordinates of feature (Decimal Degrees)
SOURCE_LAT Latitude Coordinates locating the feature on additional (if any) USGS 1:24,000scale map on which feature is shown
SOURCE_LON Longitude Coordinates locating the feature on additional (if any) USGS
1:24,000-scale map on which feature is shown
ELEVATION Elevation of feature (Feet)
EST_POP_1 Estimated Population
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CELL_NAME USGS 1:24,000 quad map on which feature is shown
Feature Type Definitions:
Note: The feature class terms and abbreviations currently consist of nine or fewer letters and
were chosen for computer search and retrieval purposes. They do not necessarily represent
terminology for the identification of all kinds of cultural and natural features. Although some of
the terms may agree with dictionary definitions, they represent more generalized categories.
Some commonly used generics are listed in parentheses at the end of each entry to assist in
understanding the range of cultural and natural entities represented by the term. Refer to the
Reference Data Base to retrieve all generics encountered in geographic names compilation. In
most instances a example, archipelago or islands would be categorized as island. The terms and
the definitions are as follows:
airport: manmade facility maintained for the use of aircraft (airfield, airstrip, landing field,
landing strip).
arch: natural arch-like opening in a rock mass (bridge, natural bridge, sea arch).
ar: any one of several areally extensive natural features not included in other categories
(badlands, barren, delta, fan, garden).
arroyo: watercourse or channel through which water may occasionally flow (coulee, draw, gully,
wash).
bar: natural accumulation of sand, gravel, or alluvium forming an underwater or exposed
embankment
(ledge, reef, sandbar, shoal, spit).
basin: natural depression or relatively low area enclosed by higher land (amphitheater, cirque, pit,
sink).
bay: indentation of a coastline orshoreline enclosing a part of a body of water; a body of water
partly surrounded by land (arm, bight, cove, estuary, gulf, inlet, sound).
beach: the sloping shore along a body of water that is washed by waves or tides and is usually
covered by sand or gravel (coast, shore, strand).
bench: area of relatively level land on the flank of an elevation such as a hill, ridge, or
mountain where the slope of the land rises on one side and descends on the opposite side
(level).
bend: curve in the course of a stream and (or) the land within the curve; a curve in a linear
body of water (bottom, loop, meander).
bridge: manmade structure carrying a trail, road, or other transportation system across a body of
water or depression (causeway, overpass, trestle).
building: a manmade structure with walls and a roof for protection of people and (or) materials,
but not including church, hospital, or school.
canal: manmade waterway used by watercraft or for drainage, irrigation, mining, or water power
(ditch, lateral).
cape: projection of land extending into a body of water (lea, neck, peninsula, point).
cave: natural underground passageway or chamber, or a hollowed out cavity in the side of a cliff
(cavern, grotto).
cemetery: a place or area for burying the dead (burial, burying ground, grave, memorial garden).
channel: linear deep part of a body of water through which the main volume of water flows and
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is frequently used as aroute for watercraft (passage, reach, strait, thoroughfare,
throughfare).
church: building used for religious worship (chapel, mosque, synagogue, tabernacle, temple).
civil: a political division formed for administrative purposes (borough, county, municipio,
parish, town, township).
cliff: very steep or vertical slope (bluff, crag, head, headland, nose, palisades, precipice,
promontory, rim, rimrock).
crater: circular-shaped depression at the summit of a volcanic cone or one on the surface of the
land caused by the impact of a meteorite; a manmade depression caused by an explosion
(caldera, lua).
crossing: a place where two or more routes of transportation form a junction or intersection
(overpass, underpass).
dam: water barrier or embankment built across the course of a stream or into a body of water
to control and (or) impound the flow of water (breakwater, dike, jetty).
falls: perpendicular or very steep fall of water in the course of a stream (cascade, cataract,
waterfall).
flat: relative level area within a region of greater relief (clearing, glade, playa).
forest: bounded area of woods, forest, or grassland under the administration of a political agency
(see "woods") (national forest, national grasslands, State forest).
gap: low point or opening between hills or mountains or in a ridge or mountain range (col,
notch, pass, saddle, water gap, wind gap).
geyser: eruptive spring from which hot water and (or) steam and in some cases mud are
periodically thrown.
glacier: body or stream of ice moving outward and downslope from an area of accumulation; an
area of relatively permanent snow or ice on the top or side of a mountain or mountainous
area (icefield, ice patch, snow patch).
gut: relatively small coastal waterway connecting larger bodies of water or other waterways
(creek, inlet, slough).
harbor: sheltered area of water where ships or other watercraft can anchor or dock (hono, port,
roads, roadstead).
hospital: building where the sick or injured may receive medical or surgical attention (infirmary).
island: area of dry or relatively dry land surrounded by water or low wetland (archipelago, atoll,
cay, hammock, hummock, isla, isle, key, moku, rock).
isthmus: narrow section of land in a body of water connecting two larger land areas.
lake: natural body of inland water (backwater, lac, lagoon, laguna, pond, pool, resaca,
waterhole).
lava: formations resulting from the consolidation of molten rock on the surface of the Earth
(kepula, lava flow).
levee: natural or manmade embankment flanking a stream (bank, berm).
locale: place at which there is or was human activity; it does not include populated places, mines,
and dams (battlefield, crossroad, camp, farm, ghost town, landing, railroad siding, ranch,
ruins, site, station, windmill).
mine: place or area from which commercial minerals are or were removed from the Earth; not
including oilfield (pit, quarry, shaft).
military (historical):place or facility formerly used for various aspects of or relating to military
activity.
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oilfield: area where petroleum is or was removed from the Earth.
other: category for miscellaneous named entities that cannot readily be placed in the other
feature classes listed here.
park: place or area set aside for recreation or preservation of a cultural or natural resource and
under some form of government administration; not including National or State forests or
Reserves (national historical landmark, national park, State park, wilderness area).
pillar: vertical, standing, often spire-shaped, natural rock formation (chimney, monument,
pinnacle, pohaku, rock tower).
plain: a region of general uniform slope, comparatively level and of considerable extent
(grassland, highland, kula, plateau, upland).
po - (post office): an official facility of the U.S. Postal Service used for processing and
distributing
mail and other postal material.
ppl - (populated place): place or area with clustered or scattered buildings and a permanent
human population
(city, settlement, town, village).
range: chain of hills or mountains; a somewhat linear, complex mountainous or hilly area
(cordillera, sierra).
rapids: fast-flowing section of a stream, often shallow and with exposed rock or boulders (riffle,
ripple).
reserve: a tract of land set aside for a specific use (does not include forests, civil divisions, parks).
reservoir: artificially impounded body of water (lake, tank).
ridge: elevation with a narrow, elongated crest which can be part of a hill or mountain (crest,
cuesta, escarpment, hogback, lae, rim, spur).
school: building or group of buildings used as an institution for study, teaching, and learning
(academy, college, high school, university).
sea: large body of salt water (gulf, ocean).
slope: a gently inclined part of the Earth's surface (grade, pitch).
spring: place where underground water flows naturally to the surface of the Earth (seep).
stream: linear body of water flowing on the Earth's surface (anabranch, awawa, bayou, branch,
brook, creek, distributary, fork, kill, pup, rio, river, run, slough).
summit: prominent elevation rising above the surrounding level of the Earth's surface; does not
include pillars, ridges, or ranges (ahu, berg, bald, butte, cerro, colina, cone, cumbre,
dome, head, hill, horn, knob, knoll, mauna, mesa, mesita, mound, mount, mountain, peak,
puu, rock, sugarloaf, table, volcano).
swamp: poorly drained wetland, fresh or saltwater, wooded or grassy, possibly covered with open
water (bog, cienega, marais, marsh, pocosin).
tower: a manmade structure, higher than its diameter, generally used for observation, storage,
or electronic transmission.
trail: route for passage from one point to another; does not include roads or highways (jeep trail,
path, ski trail).
tunnel: linear underground passageway open at both ends.
unknown: unknown.
valley: linear depression in the Earth's surface that generally slopes from one end to the other
(barranca, canyon, chasm, cove, draw, glen, gorge, gulch, gulf, hollow, ravine).
well: manmade shaft or hole in the Earth's surface used to obtain fluid or gaseous materials.
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woods: small area covered with a dense growth of trees; does not include an area of trees under
the administration of a political agency (see "forest").
NOTE: Coordinates listed are the geographic coordinates locating the mouth of linear features
and the approximate center of areal features
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Hawaiian Homelands - 2000 Census
Shapefile Name:homelands00_n83
Layer Type: Polygon
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters), NAD 83
Description:2000 Census Hawaiian Homelands
Source: www.geographynetwork.com (May, 2001)
History: Downloaded from www.geographynetwork.com. Merged all 5 counties
into one layer using ArcView's Geoprocessing extension. Projected
from decimal degrees to UTM Zone 4 using 'Hawaii Datums and Projections'
extension in ArcView.
Attributes: COUNTY County Code
AIANHHCECensus American Indian/Alaskan Native Area/Hawaiian Homeland Code
FIPSCODEFederal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) Code
TRUST Indicates Hawaiian Home Trust Lands ("H" = Trust Land)
NAME Homeland Name
COUNTY Definition
15001 Hawaii
15003 Honolulu
15005 Kalawao
15007 Kauai
15009 Maui
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:High Volume Public Trail
Metadata Unavailable. Please contact Garcia and Associates for more information.
Layer Name:
IKONOS Imagery
Image File Name: po_158404_rgb_0020001.tif
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Sensor Type: Satellite
Sensor Name: IKONOS-2
Processing Level: Orthorectified
Image Type: PAN/MSI
Interpolation Method: Cubic Convolution
Multispectral Algorithm: Projective
Stereo: Mono
Mosaic: No
Map Projection: Universal Transverse Mercator
UTM Specific Parameters
Hemisphere: N
Zone Number: 4
Datum: NAD83
Product Order Pixel Size: 1.0000000000 meters
Product Order Map Units: meters
MTFC Applied: Yes
DRA Applied: No
Media: DVD
Product Media Format: CD
File Format: GeoTIFF
TIFF Tiled: No
Bits per Pixel per Band: 11 bits per pixel
Multispectral Files: RGB File
RGB Bands - Red: Red, Green: Green, Blue: Blue
Source Image Metadata
Number of Source Images: 4
Source Image ID: 2003031021124400000011630092
Source Image ID: 2003100221161270000011631383
Source Image ID: 2003110121091470000011603914
Source Image ID: 2003111221100020000011617499
Company Information
Space Imaging
12076 Grant Street
Thornton, Colorado 80241
U.S.A.
Contact Information
On the Web: http://www.spaceimaging.com
Customer Service Phone (U.S.A.): 1.800.232.9037
Customer Service Phone (World Wide): 301.552.0537
Customer Service Fax (World Wide): 301.552.3762
Customer Service Email: info@spaceimaging.com
Customer Service Center hours of operation: Monday - Friday, 7:00am - 11:00pm EST
Creation Date: 11/12/04
Product Work Order Number: Uninitialized
Product Order Number: 158404
Customer Project Name: NOAA Coral Reef Mapping - Maui West - Bottom
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Ground Station ID: PGS
License Type: Tier 3
Layer Name:Kipuka
Metadata Unavailable. Please contact Garcia and Associates for more information.
Layer Name:Land
Shapefile Name:coast_n83
Layer Type: Polygon
Status:Complete
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD 83
Description:Coastlines for the main hawaiian islands.
Source: USGS Digital Line Graphs, 1983 version.
History: Extracted by OSP staff from the 1983 1:24,000 USGS Digital Line Graphs.
Attributes: AREA area of polygon (sq. meters)
PERIMETER perimeter of polygon (meters)
COAST# Polygon internal number (for Arc/Info use)
COAST-ID Polygon ID (for Arc/Info use)
Arcs: FNODE# From Node Number (for Arc/Info use)
TNODE# To Node Number (for Arc/Info use)
LPOLY# Left Polygon Number (for Arc/Info use)
RPOLY# Right Polygon Number (for Arc/Info use)
LENGTH Length (meters)
COAST# Arc Internal Number (for Arc/Info use)
COAST-ID Arc ID (for Arc/Info use)
FLAG Source of Arc
FLAG Definition
0 Digitized arc
1 Extracted arc (from 1:24,000 DLGs)
2 Closure arc
3 Coastline arc
9 Other
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Land Hillshade
Image Name:hillmau.tif
Layer Type: TIF
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
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Datum: NAD83
Description:Georeferenced hillshade images converted to TIF format.
Source: Used ArcToolBox (v9.1) to convert from GRID to TIF using Data Management Tools –
Raster - Copy Raster. Hillshade GRIDs created by OP using USGS 10 meter DEMs, 2003.
Used the following Arc commands:
GRID: OUTGRID = ingrid * 0.3048 {to convert from feet to meters for GRID cells in feet}
GRID: OUTGRID = MERGE(ingrid1, ingrid2,...) {to append grids to one islandwide grid}
GRID: GRIDCLIP <in_grid> <out_grid> COVER <clip_cover> {to clip the GRID file to
remove blank cells}
ARC: HILLSHADE <in_grid> <out_grid> 315 45 SHADE <0.3048> {used 0.3048 for GRIDs
with cell values in feet}
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Land Use/Land Cover
Shapefile Name:lulc_n83
Layer Type: Polygon
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD 83
Description:Land Use and Landcover of Main Hawaiian Islands as of 1976
Source: 1:100,000 1976 Digital GIRAS (Geographic Information Retrieval and Analysis) files.
See description below from EROS Data Center:
Land Use and Land Cover (LULC) data consists of historical land use and land cover
classification data that was based primarily on the manual interpretation of 1970's and 1980's
aerial photography. Secondary sources included land use maps and surveys. There are 21
possible categories of cover type. The spatial resolution for all LULC files will depend on the
format and feature type. Files in GIRAS format will have a minimum polygon area of 10 acres (4
hectares) with a minimum width of 660 feet (200 meters) for manmade features. Non-urban or
natural features have a minimum polygon area of 40 acres (16 hectares) with a minimum width
of 1320 feet (400 meters). Files in CTG format will have a resolution of 30 meters.
Attributes:
AREA
area of polygon (sq. meters)
PERIMETER perimeter of polygon (meters)
LULC#
Polygon internal number (for Arc/Info use)
LULC-ID Polygon ID (for Arc/Info use)
LANDCOVER Landcover Code
LandCover Codes:
Level I
Level II
1 Urban or
11 Residential
Built-up land
12 Commercial and Services
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13
14
15
16
17
2 Agricultural
Land
Areas

Industrial
Transportation, Communications and Utilities
Industrial and Commercial Complexes
Mixed Urban or Built-up Land
Other Urban or Built-up Land
21 Cropland and Pasture
22 Orchards, Groves, Vineyards, Nurseries and Ornamental Horticultural

23 Confined Feeding Operations
24 Other Agricultural Land
3 Rangeland

31 Herbaceous Rangeland
32 Shrub and Brush Rangeland
33 Mixed Rangeland

4 Forest Land

41 Deciduous Forest Land
42 Evergreen Forest Land
43 Mixed Forest Land

5 Water

51 Streams and Canals
52 Lakes
53 Reservoirs
54 Bays and Estuaries

6 Wetland

61 Forested Wetland
62 Nonforested Wetland

7 Barren Land
72
73
74
75
76
77
8 Tundra

71 Dry Salt Flats
Beaches
Sandy Areas Other than Beaches
Bare Exposed Rock
Strip Mines, Quarries, and Gravel Pits
Transitional Areas
Mixed Barren Land

81 Shrub and Brush Tundra
82 Herbaceous Tundra
83 Bare Ground
84 Wet Tundra
85 Mixed Tundra

9 Perrenial Snow 91 Perrenial Snowfields
or Ice
92 Glaciers
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
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PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Large Landowners
Shapefile Name:large_landowners
Layer Type: Polygon
Library: State
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD83
Description:Large Landownership of the State of Hawaii
Source: C&C of Honolulu, Kauai County, Maui County, Hawaii County (2006).
History: This dataset was created using the TMK Parcel shapefiles from the
counties of Honolulu, Kauai, Maui and Hawaii. For Kauai, Maui and
Hawaii Counties, the "MajorOwner" field was queried to include all
public lands along with private landowners with a cummulative of at
least 1000 acres per island. All land owners with "MajorOwner" = "other"
were excluded.
For Oahu, since there was no "MajorOwner" field, the "Owner" field
was queried to select the Public Lands and Private owners of at least
1000 acres.
Attributes: MajorOwnerName of Major Landowner
Island Island
Type "Private" or "Public" Ownership
Tax_Acres Tax Acreage
GIS_Acres Acreage calculated by GIS
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name: LIDAR Bathymetry
Raster Name Maui15, Maui16
Layer Type: Raster
Geog. Extent: Southwest Maui
Projection:
Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum:
NAD 83
Description:
This bathymetric DEM was generated from SHOALS LIDAR data gathered
during 1999 & 2000. The data was processed using inversed distance weighting.
Source:
SHOALS Lidar
History: Layer was processed from LIDAR point data using ArcToolbox IDW function.
Contact: Erin Naughton, Hawaii Institute of Marine Biology, Coral Reef Assessment and
Monitoring Program, P.O. Box 1346, Kaneohe, HI 96744, 808-236-7440, 808-236-7443 fax,
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email: erinnaug@hawaii.edu
Layer Name:Major Land Resource Areas
Shapefile Name:MajLandResAreas
Layer Type: Polygon
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD 83
Description:Major Land Resource Areas for the main hawaiian islands. Major land resource
areas (MLRA's) are geographically associated land resource units (LRU's). Identification of
these large areas is important in statewide agricultural planning and has value in interstate,
regional, and national planning.
Source: NRCS, 2002
History: (From metadata provided by NRCS): Procedures_Used: This coverage contains the
Major Land Resource Area (MLRA) boundaries for Hawaii. MLRA boundaries were revised in
the mid-1990s from earlier versions established in the 1970s and 1980s by the U.S. Department
of Agriculture (USDA) Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), formerly the Soil
Conservation Service (SCS). The revised MLRA boundary coverage was digitized at the Soil
Survey Center in Lincoln, Nebraska, the most recent version of which was completed in January
of 1997. Buffer polygons were added to the U.S. national boundaries and shoreline by NRCS
National Cartography and Geospatial Center in Fort Worth, Texas, for use with NRCS National
Resources Inventory (NRI) digitized sample sites. These buffered boundaries were later
removed by the NRCS National Headquarters office, Resource Assessment Division (RAD) in
May 2000, and the national shoreline and outer boundaries were made to conform to standard
boundaries established for State of the Land series maps
(http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/technical/land/). Those standard U.S. national boundaries and
shoreline are based on 1:2,000,000 scale 8-digit hydrologic unit coverage obtained from the U.S.
Geological Survey, circa 1990, and were edited by the National Center for Resource Innovations
(NCRI) in Washington, DC and subsequently by NRCS/NHQ/RAD.
Revisions: The coverage was last updated in 2002.
Reviews_Applied_to_Data: This coverage has received no formal review.
Related_Spatial_and_Tabular_Data_Sets: This MLRA coverage is intended to have the same
shoreline and outer boundaries as other coverages available in the NRCS State of the Land series
(available online at http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/technical/land/), although their precise
correspondance has not been thoroughly verified. These coverages include counties, 8-digit
hydrologic units, and Federal lands, derived from USGS coverages, circa 1990.
References_CitedNRCS National Headquarters, Resource Assessment Division (RAD). See
USDA Agriculture Handbook 296 "Land Resource Regions and Major Resource Areas of the
United States" for a look at an earlier version of the map and an explanation of MLRA and LRR
designations.
Data_Set_Credit: Sharon Waltman (swaltman@nssc.nrcs.usda.gov), USDA/NRCS National Soil
Survey Cen boundary lines, excluding the U.S. national outline and lines immediately attached to
it, which were replaced by later edits.
Kevin Grantham, USDA/NRCS National Cartographic and Geospatial Center added buffer
polygons to the U.S. national boundaries.
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Dean Oman (dean.oman@usda.gov), USDA/NRCS National Headquaters, Resource Assessment
Division, replaced the U.S. national shoreline and outer boundaries (including buffer polygons
added by Kevin Grantham) with boundaries established for State of the Land series maps.
(http://www.nrcs.usda.gov/technical/land/)
George Muehlbach, National Center for Resource Innovations (NCRI), Washington, DC, made
the initial shoreline and national boundary adjustments to the 1:2,000,000 scale coverages
obtained from the United States Geological Survey, which also serve as the shoreline and outer
national boundaries for this MLRA coverage.
Note: This coverage is designed for national, regional and state level analysis. It may or may not
be appropriate for use at larger scales. This map does not meet National Map Accuracy
Standards. An improved version of the currently established MLRA lines is in development.
Attributes: AREA:
Area of poly/region in square coverage units.
PERIMETER: Perimeter of poly/region in coverage units.
US48MLRA#: Internal feature number.
US48MLRA-ID: User-assigned feature number.
MLRA:
Major Land Resource Area designation code.
MLRANAME: Major Land Resource Area designation name.
MO:
??
LRR:
Land Resource Region designation code.
LRRNAME:
Land Resource Region designation name.
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name: Major Roads - Maui County (2006)
Shapefile Name: maui_maj_rd_names
Layer Type: Line
Status:
Complete
Geog. Extent: Islands of Maui, Molokai and Lanai
Projection: UTM Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum:
NAD 83
Description: Major roads for the islands of Maui, Molokai and Lanai. Also includes other
roads which define key geographical locations (for example, Kahului Airport on Maui, Dole
Park on Lanai, Hoolehua on Molokai, etc.)
Source:
Maui County GIS Division, Department of Management.
History:
Released in July, 2006.
Attributes: Pre-dir
Str_name
Str_type

Prefix compass direction; abbreviated (E,W,N,S)
Street name
Street type; abbreviated ("ST" for STREET, etc.)
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Roadname
Fullname

Street name with abbreviated prefix and street type
Street name with full (not abbreviated) prefix and street type

NOTE:
This layer was developed by Maui County GIS staff based on data originally
created by the Maui County Police Department (MPD). Information proprietary to MPD was
removed and road centerlines and road names were edited with information from various
sources, including the Maui County Dept. of Public Works and Environmetal Management,
Maui County Real Property Tax Division (Dept. of Finance), subdivision maps, TMK plats,
satellite imagery and field checks by Maui County GIS staff with vehicle-mounted GPS.
Maui County GIS provides this data set free of charge and with no warranties or
guarantees. Maui County accepts no liability regarding the use of this data set.
While every effort was made to produce an accurate roads layer for use in geographic
information systems, THIS IS NOT OFFICIAL COUNTY ROADS DATA. Inquiries regarding
official County-assigned road names or the actual location of road rights-of-way should be
directed to the Maui County Dept. of Public Works and Environmental Management at 200
South High Street, Wailuku, HI 96793.
Any questions related to the data or error reports should be submitted Maui County
GIS, 2145 Kaohu Street, Wailuku, HI 96793.
Contact:

Bill Medeiros, Maui County GIS
2145 Kaohu Street, Wailuku, HI 96793
Phone: (808) 270-7518
email: mauigis@maui.net

Layer Name:
Marine Managed Areas
Shapefile Name: mma
Layer Type:
Polygon
Status:
Complete
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection:
Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4
Datum:
NAD 83
Description: Marine Managed Areas
Source:
DLNR, Department of Aquatic Resources, 2003
History:
Contact DLNR, DAR for information regarding history of this layer.
Attributes: AREA
area of polygon (sq. meters)
PERIMETER
perimeter of polygon (meters)
MMA#
Polygon internal number (for Arc/Info use)
MMA-ID
Polygon ID (for Arc/Info use)
SITE_ID
MMA Site ID, as assigned by DAR, if applicable
SUB_ID
MMA Sub ID, as assigned by DAR, if applicable
SITE_NAME
MMA Site Name
SUBZONE
Further clarification of site name, if needed or applicable
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AREA_NUM
Area Number, if applicable
ADMIN_TYPE1
Type of MMA
ADMIN_TYPE2
Additional Type of MMA, if applicable
ADMIN_TYPE3
Additional Type of MMA, if applicable
ADMIN_AGENCY Agency that administers and/or has jurisdiction of MMA
GOV_LEVEL
Level of government that has jurisdiction of managed MMA
ISLAND
Island associated with MMA
WATER
Type of water in MMA (Fresh or Marine)
SRVY_ACRE
Surveyed acres of managed MMA, if applicable
ESTABLISH_DATEDate MMA was established
LEGISLATION
Enabling legislation
FACILITIES
Type of facilities available at MMA
GEAR_TYPE
Gear types allowed at MMA
DESCRIPTION
Text boundary description of MMA, if needed or applicable
ENV_FEATS
Environmental features of MMA
ADMINTYPE:
Definition:
AR
Artificial Reef
BRFA
Bottomfish Restricted Fishing Area
FMA
Fisheries Management Area
FRA
Fisheries Replenishment Area
MLCD
Marine Life Conservation District
NAR
Natural Area Reserve
Other
Other type of marine managed area
PFA
Public Fishing Area
WS
Wildlife Sanctuary
ADMIN_AGENCY: Definition:
DAR
DLNR, Division of Aquatic Resources
KIRC
Kahoolawe Island Reserve Commission
FACILITIES:
Definition:
E
Emergency
P
Pay Phones
R
Restrooms
S
Showers
SB
Snack Bar
GEAR_TYPE:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Definition:
Hook and Line
Nets
Throw Nets
Crab Nets
Hand Nets
Spear Fishing
Hand Harvesting
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8
9
10

Traps
All legal gear - for personal consumption only
None allowed

Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:
Marine Natural Area Reserve
Shapefile Name: Marine_NAR
Layer Type:
Polygon
Status:
Complete
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection:
Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum:
NAD 83
Description:
This dataset contains those Natural Area Reserves located in marine waters
within the vicinity of the main Hawaiian Islands and recorded on the nautical charts.
Source : NOAA Nautical Charts
History: The raster nautical charts were first reprojected from their original projection/datum to
UTM Zone 4, NAD 83 using NOAA's Nautical Chart Reprojector v1.8.3. NOAA's ArcView
ChartViewer extension was used to display the reprojected nautical charts in ArcView v3.2.
Subject areas were then digitized off the individual nautical charts and merged into a single
dataset/shapefile which covers the entire state. Completed December, 2002.
Attributes: FID
Internal Feature Number
SHAPE
Feature Geometry
ID
Polygon ID
NAME
Name of reserve
REG
Applicable title and chapter of the Hawaii Administrative Rules
CHART
Source chart from which object was digitized
AREA
Area of polygon in meters
PERIMETER
Perimeter of polygon in meters
ACRES
Area of object in acres
NOTE: Data not to be used for navigational purposes. Data were not reviewed or authenticated
by the Office of Coast Survey, NOAA National Ocean Service. NOAA is not responsible for the
use of these data as a navigational tool.
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name: Maui Parcels
Shapefile Name: mautmk
Layer Type: Polygon
Status: Complete
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Geog. Extent: Maui
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD 83
Description: Parcel/TMK maps for Neighbor Islands
Source: County of Maui
History: Originally created by Geographic Decision Systems International (GDSI).
Maintenance assumed by counties in 2004 and 2005.
Currentness/Latest Updates:
Maui County - May, 2006
Attributes: FID Feature ID
SHAPE Feature Geometry
TMK Unique 9 Digit Tax Map Key Number
OWNER Owner Name from Master file
MAJOROWNER Major Owner, rest set to "other" (see definition, below)
BIGSTOWNER Biggest Owner, rest set to "other" (see definition, below)
TAXACRES Total taxable acres from Master and PITT files
LANDVALUE Total land value from Master and PITT files
LANDEXEMPT Total land value exemption from Master and PITT files
BLDGVALUE Total building value from Master and PITT files
BLDGEXEMPT Total building value exempt. from Master and PITT files
PITTCODE PITT Code - used to identify the tax rate applied to the property
HOMEOWNER Homeowner exemption applied - Yes, No, or Unknown
GISACRES Parcel Acreage calculated by the GIS (not official)
Neighbor Island Parcels Attribute Definitions:
TMK:
1st Digit Division/County
1 = Oahu
2 = Maui
3 = Hawaii
4 = Kauai
2nd Digit Zone
1 = Hana
2 = Makawao
3 = Wailuku
4 = Lahaina
3rd Digit Section
4th-6th Digits Plat
7th-9th Digits Parcel
Neighbor Island Parcel Notes:
Major Owner: This value is filled in for the largest composite land owners on any given island for example, it may be owners of more than 50 acres on one island, or owners of over 500 acres
on another island. For Federal, State and Local government land owners, the value denotes
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which agency owns the parcel - for example, State of Hawaii, DLNR vs. State of Hawaii, DOH.
BigstOwner: This value is filled in for those landowners that are "well-known" in Hawaii - for
example, AMFAC, Alexander & Baldwin, C. Brewer, etc. In addition, State ownership is broken
down only for State and State DHHL - for example, DOE, DLNR, etc. are all grouped together
as "State."
Owner Field: At the request of the Counties, the "Owner" field has been removed for posting of
this layer to the website in light of privacy and security concerns. Small or individual land owner
information can be cross-referenced to other publicly available databases, or by contacting the
respective county.
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Mauka Sites
Metadata Unavailable. Please contact Garcia and Associates for more information.
Layer Name:Mauka Trails
Metadata Unavailable. Please contact Garcia and Associates for more information.
Layer Name:Na Ala Hele State Trails and Access System
Shapefile Name:nahtrails_n83
Layer Type: Line
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Islands of Hawaii, Kauai, Lanai, Maui, Molokai and Oahu
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD83
Description:Public trails within the Na Ala Hele Trail and Access system,
which are managed by Na Ala Hele Trail Specialists at DOFAW's
county district offices.
Source: State Department of Land and Natural Resources, DOFAW, 2000.
History: Compiled and digitized by DLNR/DOFAW from various sources, 1998-2000.
December, 2002: Updated by DLNR/DOFAW - Added a trail on Molokai.
Attributes: FNODE# From Node Number (for Arc/Info use)
TNODE# To Node Number (for Arc/Info use)
LPOLY# Left Polygon Number (for Arc/Info use)
RPOLY# Right Polygon Number (for Arc/Info use)
LENGTH Length (meters)
<isl>NAH# Arc Internal Number (for Arc/Info use)
<isl>NAH-ID Arc ID (for Arc/Info use)
TRAIL_NUM Trail number
MAPNO USGS Quadrangle Map number
TRAILNAMETrail Name
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Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:
National Wetlands Inventory
Shapefile Name: wetlnds_ln_n83, wetlnds_py_n83
Layer Type:
Line, Polygon
Status:
Complete
Geog. Extent: Islands of Niihau, Kauai, Oahu, Molokai, Lanai, Maui, Kahoolawe and Hawaii
Projection:
Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum:
NAD 83
Description:
Polygons from 1:24,000 National Wetlands Inventory Maps, 1978.
Source:
U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service
History: Received in ditigal format (DLG) from U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 1992. OP
Staff separated into polygon and line coverages using DISSOLVE command and ArcEdit, 1993,
1999. OP staff further edited by deleting internal and ocean polygons, April, 2003. Converted to
NAD 83, April, 2003
Attributes: AREA
Area of polygon (for Arc/Info use)
PERIMETER
Perimeter of polygon (for Arc/Info use)
WETLNDS_PY#
Polygon Internal Number (for Arc/Info use)
WETLNDS_PY-ID Polygon ID (for Arc/Info use)
WCODE
Wetland Code (8,8,C)
DESCRIPTION:
WCODE (8,8,C): (may contain some combination of the items listed below):
ex: R4SBC, R3OWHx, M2US2N, M2RS2Nr, PFO3/EM1
SYSTEM
1,1,C
SUBSYSTEM 1,1,C
CLASS
2,2,C
SUBCLASS 1,1,C
REGIME
1,1,C
MODIFIER 1,1,C
SYSTEM
SUBSYSTEM
E = Estuarine
1 = Subtidal
2 = Intertidal
M = Marine
1 = Tidal
2 = Intertidal
P = Palustrine
no subsystems
L = Lacustrine
1 = Limnetic
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2 = Littoral
R = Riverine
1 = Tidal
2 = Lower Perennial
3 = Upper Perennial
4 = Intermittent
5 = Unknown Perennial
CLASS
SUBCLASS
AB = Aquatic Bed
1 = Submergent Algal
2 = Submergent Vascular
3 = Submergent Moss
4 = Floating - leaved
5 = Floating
6 = Unknown Submergent
7 = Unknown Surface
BB = Beach Bar
1 = Cobble/Gravel
2 = Sand
EM = Emergent
1 = Persistent
2 = Nonpersistent
3 = Narrow-leaved Nonpersistent
4 = Broad-leaved Nonpersistent
5 = Narrow-leaved Persistent
6 = Broad-leaved Persistent
FL = Flat
1 = Cobble/Gravel
2 = Sand
3 = Mud
4 = Organic
5 = Vegetated Pioneer
6 = Vegetated Non-pioneer
FO = Forested
1 = Broad-leaved Deciduous
2 = Needle-leaved Deciduous
3 = Broad-leaved Evergreen
4 = Needle-leaved Evergreen
5 = Dead
6 = Deciduous
7 = Evergreen
ML = Moss/Lichen
1 = Moss
2 = Lichen
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OW = Open Water/unknown bottom
no subclasses
RB = Rock Bottom
1 = Bedrock
2 = Boulder
RF = Reef
1 = Coral
2 = Mollusc
3 = Worm
RS = Rock Shore
1 = Bedrock
2 = Boulder
SB = Streambed
1 = Cobble/Gravel
2 = Sand
3 = Mud
4 = Organic
SS = Scrub/Shrub
1 = Broad-leaved Deciduous
2 = Needle-leaved Deciduous
3 = Broad-leaved Evergreen
4 = Needle-leaved Evergreen
5 = Dead
6 = Deciduous
7 = Evergreen
UB = Unconsolidated Bottom
1 = Cobble/Gravel
2 = Sand
3 = Mud
4 = Organic
REGIME
Non-Tidal:
A = Temporary
B = Saturated
C = Seasonal
D = Seasonal Well-drained
E = Seasonal Saturated
F = Semipermanent
G = Intermittently Exposed
H = Permanent
J = Intermittently Flooded
K = Artificial
U = Unknown
W = Intermittently Flooded/Temporary
Y = Saturated/Semipermanent/Seasonals
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Z = Intermittently Exposed/Permanent
Tidal:
K = Artificial
L = Subtidal
M = Irregularly Exposed
N = Regular
P = Irregular
R = Seasonal Tidal
S = Temporary Tidal
T = Semipermanent Tidal
U = Unknown
V = Permanent Tidal
MODIFIER:
b = Beaver
d = Partially Drained/Ditched
f = Farmed
h = Diked/Impounded
r = Artificial
s = Spoil
x = Excavated
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Northwest Site Areas
Metadata Unavailable. Please contact Garcia and Associates for more information.
Layer Name:Northwest Sites
Metadata Unavailable. Please contact Garcia and Associates for more information.
Layer Name:Northwest Trails
Metadata Unavailable. Please contact Garcia and Associates for more information.
Layer Name:Ocean
Shapefile Name:allocean
Layer Type: Polygon
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: State of Hawaii
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD 83
Description:Ocean polygon layer used to mask out ocean areas.
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Source: Derived from Coastline layer.
History: Created by Office of Planning.
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:
Ocean Recreation Areas
Shapefile Name: orecgenl
Layer Type:
Polygon
Status:
Complete
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection:
Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4
Datum:
NAD 83
Description:
Ocean Recreation Areas for the State of Hawaii. Sub-area polygons can be
found in the ORECSUBA coverage. Specific recreation zones can be found in the
ORECZONES coverage. Special overlapping zones can be found in the ORECSPEC coverage.
Source:
Legislative Citations (see polygon attributes for specific citations).
History: Compiled and digitized by Ogden Environmental Services, 1994. Beginning points
for most areas were compiled onto USGS quad maps; then generally screen digitized using
legislative citation descriptions. Ogden attemped to correct problem polygons (see
orec.problems) by consulting with DLNR, Division of Boating and Recreation.
Attributes: AREA
Area of polygon (for Arc/Info use)
PERIMETER
Perimeter of polygon (for Arc/Info use)
ORECGENL#
Polygon internal number (for Arc/Info use)
ORECGENL-ID Polygon ID (for Arc/Info use)
AREANAME
Name of Ocean Recreation Area
LEGISLATION
Enabling legislation, from HRS
Note 1:
There were significant problems encountered while developing this layer. Ogden
found that the State GIS coastline and features on the nautical charts often did not match. In
addition, in the legislative citations, the narrative often conflicted with maps and drawings in the
exhibits. Each problem encountered, and any corrections made are fully documented in
orec.problems
Note 2:
For more information, refer to "Final Report: Comprehensive Management of
Coastal Resources, Phase1," Ogden Environmental Services for the Coastal Zone Management
Program, Office of Planning, June 1994.
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:

Ocean Recreation Zones
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Shapefile Name: oreczones
Layer Type:
Polygon
Status:
Complete
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection:
Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4, Meters
Datum:
NAD 83
Description:
Ocean Recreation Zones for the State of Hawaii. General ocean recreation areas
may be found in the ORECGENL coverage. Recreation sub-zones can be found in the
ORECSUBZ coverage. Special overlapping zones can be found in the ORECSPEC coverage.
Source:
Legislative Citations (see polygon attributes for specific citations).
History: Compiled and digitized by Ogden Environmental Services, 1994. Beginning points
for most areas were compiled onto USGS quad maps; then generally screen digitized using
legislative citation descriptions. Ogden attemped to correct problem polygons (see
orec.problems) by consulting with DLNR, Division of Boating and Recreation.
Attributes: AREA
Area of polygon (for Arc/Info use)
PERIMETER
Perimeter of polygon (for Arc/Info use)
ORECZONES# Polygon internal number (for Arc/Info use)
ORECZONES-ID Polygon ID (for Arc/Info use)
PROBLEMCODE Problem Code - 0 if there was no problem with this polygon, 1 if
there was a problem with this polygon.
AREANAME
Name of Ocean Recreation Area
SUBAREA
Name of Ocean Recreation Sub-area
LEGISLATION
Enabling legislation, from HRS
USE_REGULATEDAllowed use
Note 1: There were significant problems encountered while developing this layer. Ogden
found that the State GIS coastline and features on the nautical charts often did not match. In
addition, in the legislative citations, the narrative often conflicted with maps and drawings in the
exhibits. Each problem encountered, and any corrections made are fully documented in
orec.problems
Note 2: For more information, refer to "Final Report: Comprehensive Management of Coastal
Resources, Phase1," Ogden Environmental Services for the Coastal Zone Management Program,
Office of Planning, June 1994.
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Rain Gauges
Shapefile Name:raingauge_n83
Layer Type: Point
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Islands of Hawaii, Kauai, Lanai, Maui, Molokai and Oahu
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
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Datum: NAD 83
Description:Rain gauges located on the main Hawaiian Islands
Source: DLNR, CWRM, Hing Tai Lee, 1997
History: Rain gauge sites were generated in Arc/Info using latitude/longitude coordinates
contained in the database. Attributes were then "JOINED" to the point layer in 1997 by Hing Tai
Lee, DLNR.
Attributes: AREA not used - point data
PERIMETER not used - point data
RAINGAUGE# point internal number (for Arc/Info use)
RAINGAUGE-IDpoint ID (for Arc/Info use)
SKN State Key Number
NWS_INDEXNat'l Weather Service Number
STN_NAME Station Name
OBS_NAME Observer/Observer Agency Name
DEG_LAT Degrees Latitude
MIN_LAT Minutes Latitude
SEC_LAT Seconds Latitude
DEG_LON Degrees Longitude
MIN_LON Minutes Longitude
SEC_LON Seconds Longitude
ELEVATION Elevation in feet
YEAR_ESTYear Established
YEAR_DISC Year Discontinued
MIS_PERIODBoolean field - discontinuous data = X (missing periods) Values = X, Y OR
BLANK
READ_CONTBoolean field - Read Continuously or not Values = *, C OR BLANK
READ_DAILYBoolean field - Read Daily or not Values = *, D OR BLANK
READ_WEEKBoolean field - Read Weekly or not Values = *, W OR BLANK
READ_MONTH Boolean field - Read Weekly or not Values = *, M OR BLANK
READ_OTHER Boolean field - Read at some other interval or not Values = *, O OR BLANK
DATA_NWS Boolean Field - Data about this gauge is kept at NWS Values = *, W OR BLANK
DATA_DWRM Boolean Field - Data about this gauge is kept at DWRM Values = *, D OR
BLANK
DATA_HSPA Boolean Field - Data about this gauge is kept at HSPA Values = *, H OR BLANK
DATA_OBSBoolean Field - Data about this gauge is kept by the Observer Values = *, S OR
BLANK
DATA_OTHER Boolean Field - Data about this gauge is kept by some other entity Values = *,
O OR BLANK
ELEM_TEMPBoolean Field - Temperature data is also kept Values = *, T OR BLANK
ELEM_EVAP Boolean Field - Evaporation data is also kept Values = *, E OR BLANK
ELEM_WINDBoolean Field - Wind data is also kept Values = *, W OR BLANK
ELEM_HUMID Boolean Field - Humidity data is also kept Values = *, H OR BLANK
ELEM_OTHER Boolean Field - Other data is also kept Values = *, O OR BLANK
REMARK Various
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Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
P.O. Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
e-mail: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Rainfall
Shapefile Name:rainfall_n83
Layer Type: Line
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Islands of Hawaii, Kauai, Lanai, Maui, Molokai and Oahu
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4, Meters
Datum: NAD 83
Description:Median annual rainfall in millimeters and inches.
Source: Giambelluca, T.W., Nullet, M.A., and Schroeder, T.A. 1986. Hawaii Rainfall Atlas,
Report R76, Hawaii Division of Water and Land Development, Department of Land and Natural
Resources, Honolulu. vi + 267 p.
History: Digitized in early 1990's in Arc/Info by the Office of Planning using ArcEdit from
island-wide mylar maps (obtained from DLNR/DOWALD) of varying scales and sizes.
Scales varied by island, and were as follows:
Kauai 1-1/4" = 2 mi. ( ~ 1:101,376)
Oahu 1" = 2 mi. ( ~ 1:126,720)
Molokai 1" = 2 mi. ( ~ 1:126,720)
Lanai 1" = 2 mi. ( ~ 1:126,720)
Maui 13/16" = 2 mi. ( ~ 1:155,963)
Hawaii 3" = 16 mi. ( ~ 1:337,920)
February, 2004: 500 foot isohyet in west Hawaii was edited to close polygon.
Attributes: FNODE# From Node Number (for Arc/Info use)
TNODE# To Node Number (for Arc/Info use)
LPOLY# Left Polygon Number (for Arc/Info use)
RPOLY# Right Polygon Number (for Arc/Info use)
LENGTH Length (meters)
<isl>RAIN# Arc Internal Number (for Arc/Info use)
<isl>RAIN-ID Arc ID (for Arc/Info use)
RAIN.MM Median annual rainfall in millimeters
RAIN.IN Median annual rainfall in inches
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Rapid Assessment Sites
Shapefile Name:Rapid_Assessment_Sites
Layer Type: point
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Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Ahihi Kinau Natural Area Reserve
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD 83
Description:GPS locations of sites assessed for coral cover and health
Contact: Erin Naughton, Hawaii Institute of Marine Biology, Coral Reef Assessment and
Monitoring Program, P.O. Box 1346, Kaneohe, HI 96744, 808-236-7440, 808-236-7443 fax,
email: erinnaug@hawaii.edu
Layer Name: Reserve Boundary
Shapefile Name: reserve
Layer Type: Polygon
Status:
Complete
Geog. Extent: Ahihi Kinau Natural Area Reserve
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum:
NAD 83
Description: Ahihi Kinau Natural Area Reserve as of November, 2007.
Source:
Compiled 2002 by SOH, DLNR, DOFAW from various sources including the data
provided by DSP and the C&C parcel boundaries with input from State foresters and others
familiar with the reserve boundaries. Latest update - December, 2007
Attributes: OBJECTIDPolygon ID (for Arc/Info use)
TYPE
Type of Reserve
NAME
Name of Reserve
MANAGEDBY
Agency That Manages Reserve
ISLAND Island Reserve is located on
SHAPE_Leng Length of the perimeter of the reserve in meters as calculated by software
SHAPE_Area Area of the reserve in square meters as calculated by the software
GIS_Acre Area of the reserve in acres as calculated by the software
Layer Name: Reserve Vicinity Place Names
Shapefile Name:Ahihi_Place_Names
Layer Type: Point
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Ahihi Kinau Natural Area Reserve
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD 83
Description:Geographic Place Names from the USGS Geographic Names Information System
(GNIS).
Source: USGS Geographic Names Information System (GNIS)
History: Subset of features taken from directly from geonames_n83 for annotative purposes in
mapfolio.
Attributes: AREA Point layer - not used
PERIMETER Point layer - not used
GEONAMES# Point internal number (for Arc/Info use)
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GEONAMES-ID Point ID (for Arc/Info use)
STATE State
FEATURE_NA Feature Name
FEATURE_TY Feature Type
STATE_FIPS State FIPS Code of Feature
COUNTY_FIP County FIPS Code of Feature
LATITUDE Latitude Coordinates of feature (Decimal Degrees)
LONGITUDE Longitude Coordinates of feature (Decimal Degrees)
SOURCE_LAT Latitude Coordinates locating the feature on additional (if any) USGS 1:24,000scale map on which feature is shown
SOURCE_LON Longitude Coordinates locating the feature on additional (if any) USGS
1:24,000-scale map on which feature is shown
ELEVATION Elevation of feature (Feet)
EST_POP_1 Estimated Population
CELL_NAME USGS 1:24,000 quad map on which feature is shown
Layer Name: Reserves Boundary
Shapefile Name: RESERVES
Layer Type: Polygon
Status:
Complete
Geog. Extent: Islands of Kauai, Oahu, Maui, Molokai, Lanai, and Hawaii
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum:
NAD 83
Description: Various reserves, preserves, parks, etc. as of November, 2007.
Source:
Compiled 2002 by SOH, DLNR, DOFAW from various sources including the data
provided by DSP and the C&C parcel boundaries with input from State foresters and others
familiar with the reserve boundaries. The boundaries in these coverages are not final; they are
updated frequently. Latest update - December, 2007
Attributes: OBJECTIDPolygon ID (for Arc/Info use)
TYPE
Type of Reserve
NAME
Name of Reserve
MANAGEDBY
Agency That Manages Reserve
ISLAND Island Reserve is located on
SHAPE_Leng Length of the perimeter of the reserve in meters as calculated by software
SHAPE_Area Area of the reserve in square meters as calculated by the software
GIS_Acre Area of the reserve in acres as calculated by the software
TYPE
Definition
bs
Bird Sanctuary
fr
Forest Reserve
fr-gm Forest Reserve - game management area
fr-p
Forest Reserve - private land
fr-s
Forest Reserve - surrendered private land
gma
Game Management Area
hp
Historic Preserve
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mil
Military
mlcd
Marine Life Conservation District
nar
Natural Area Reserve
nhp
National Historical Park
nhs
National Historic Site
np
National Park
nwr
National Wildlife Refuge
p
Preserve
pf
Platform
ps
Plant Sanctuary
sScenic Shoreline
shp
State Historical Park
sm
State Monument
sp
State Park
sra
State Recreation Area
srp
State Recreation Pier
sw
State Wayside
sxpState Park - Other
tnc
TNC Preserve
ws
Wildlife Sanctuary
xs
Various Other Sanctuaries
MANAGEDBY
Definition
<blank>
Private, Other or Unknown
DLNR
Department of Land & Natural Resources
DOAR
DLNR - Division of Aquatic Resources
DOFAW
DLNR - Division of Forestry & Wildlife
DOFAW/OHA
Jointly managed by DLNR/DOFAW and the Office of Hawaiian Affairs
(OHA)
DOFAW/PRIVATE Jointly managed by DLNR/DOFAW and Private Landowner
DOFAW/US ARMY Jointly managed by DLNR/DOFAW and the US Army
DOSP
DLNR - Division of State Parks
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
The National Audubon Society
TNC
The Nature Conservancy
US MILITARY
U.S. Military
USFWS
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
USFWS (boundary not confirmed) U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service
USNPS
U.S. National Park Service
NOTE: The "Type" field is an attribute designed for internal use by DOFAW staff, and is
included in this layer as a convenience to users.
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
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Layer Name: Roads
Shapefile Name: maui_rd_names
Layer Type: Line
Status:
Complete
Geog. Extent: Islands of Maui, Molokai and Lanai
Projection: UTM Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum:
NAD 83
Description: Roads and road names (including major roads) for the islands of Maui, Molokai
and Lanai.
Source:
Maui County GIS Division, Department of Management.
History:
Released in July, 2006.
Attributes: Pre-dir
Str_name
Str_type
Roadname
Fullname

Prefix compass direction; abbreviated (E,W,N,S)
Street name
Street type; abbreviated ("ST" for STREET, etc.)
Street name with abbreviated prefix and street type
Street name with full (not abbreviated) prefix and street type

NOTE:
This layer was developed by Maui County GIS staff based on data originally
created by the Maui County Police Department (MPD). Information proprietary to MPD was
removed and road centerlines and road names were edited with information from various
sources, including the Maui County Dept. of Public Works and Environmental Management,
Maui County Real Property Tax Division (Dept. of Finance), subdivision maps, TMK plats,
satellite imagery and field checks by Maui County GIS staff with vehicle-mounted GPS.
Maui County GIS provides this data set free of charge and with no warranties or
guarantees. Maui County accepts no liability regarding the use of this data set.
While every effort was made to produce an accurate roads layer for use in geographic
information systems, THIS IS NOT OFFICIAL COUNTY ROADS DATA. Inquiries regarding
official County-assigned road names or the actual location of road rights-of-way should be
directed to the Maui County Dept. of Public Works and Environmental Management at 200
South High Street, Wailuku, HI 96793.
Any questions related to the data or error reports should be submitted
Maui County GIS, 2145 Kaohu Street, Wailuku, HI 96793.
Contact:

Bill Medeiros, Maui County GIS
2145 Kaohu Street, Wailuku, HI 96793
Phone: (808) 270-7518
email: mauigis@maui.net

Layer Name:Soils
Shapefile Name:mauisoil
Layer Type: Polygon
Status: Complete
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Geog. Extent: Islands of Kauai, Oahu, Maui, Molokai, Lanai, and Hawaii
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD 83
Description:Soils with associated tables.
Source: Received from Pat Shade, NRCS, 2007.
Attributes: MUSYMBOL Mapping Unit Symbol
MUKEY Map Unit Key
HELwater Highly Erodible Land by water
Notes: Please refer to Ssurgo_db.pdf for more information on associated tables and codes.
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Solar Radiation
Shapefile Name:solrad_n83
Layer Type: Polygon
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Islands of Kauai, Oahu, Maui, Molokai and Hawaii only
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4, meters
Datum: NAD 83
Description:Estimated Daily Solar Insulation Contours, in calories/sq.cm/day
Source: State Department of Planning and Economic Development, Energy Division "Sunshine
Maps," 1985. Source maps were of varying scales, with each island depicted on an 11x17 paper
map sheet.
Per DBEDT Energy Division, July, 2006:
"The solar maps were put together several years ago by a consultant we hired to review old
Hawaii Sugar Planters Associaiton annemometer solar data collected from a number of different
sites."
History: Digitized by OP staff in Arc/Info using ArcEdit, 1992.
Attributes: AREA area of polygon (sq. meters)
PERIMETER perimeter of polygon (meters)
<ISL>SOL# Polygon internal number (for Arc/Info use)
<ISL>SOL-ID Polygon ID (for Arc/Info use)
SOLAR.CALEstimated solar calories per sq. centimeter per day
Arcs: FNODE# From Node Number (for Arc/Info use)
TNODE# To Node Number (for Arc/Info use)
LPOLY# Left Polygon Number (for Arc/Info use)
RPOLY# Right Polygon Number (for Arc/Info use)
LENGTH Length (meters)
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<ISL>SOL# Arc Internal Number (for Arc/Info use)
<ISL>SOL-ID Arc ID (for Arc/Info use)
FLAG Source of Arc
SOLAR.CALEstimated solar calories per sq. centimeter per day
FLAG Definition
0 Digitized arc
1 Extracted arc (from 1:24,000 DLGs)
2 Closure arc
3 Coastline arc
9 Other
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Southwest Site Areas
Metadata Unavailable. Please contact Garcia and Associates for more information.
Layer Name:Southwest Sites
Metadata Unavailable. Please contact Garcia and Associates for more information.
Layer Name:Southwest Trails
Metadata Unavailable. Please contact Garcia and Associates for more information.
Layer Name:Threatened and Endangered Plants
Shapefile Name:teplant_n83
Layer Type: Polygon
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: All major Hawaiian islands, except Kahoolawe and Niihau.
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD 83
Description:There is one T&E coverage for each island. Each island is divided into distinct
zones of T&E species concentration, ranging from 'low' concentration to 'very high'
concentration of T&E plant species. It should be noted, however, that for these particular
coverages, concentration does not necessarily reflect the rareness of a particular plant species. In
other words, an area designated as having a 'low' concentration of T&E species may include the
last known occurrence of a particular plant species.
Source: All island coverages were digitized from Division of Forestry and Wildlife's mylar
threatened and endangered (T&E) plant species maps. The maps were all at a scale of 1:62,500
except Hawaii, which was at a scale of 1:250,000. DOFAW's maps were created using The
Nature Conservancy's Rare & Endangered Species maps.
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History: Digitized by the Office of Planning from source describe above, March, 1992.
Attributes: AREA area of polygon (sq. meters)
PERIMETER perimeter of polygon (meters)
TEPLNT# Polygon internal number (for Arc/Info use)
TEPLNT-IDPolygon ID (for Arc/Info use)
DENSITY Threatened & Endangered Species Concentration
DENSITY T&E SPECIES CONCENTRATION
O Little or no T&E species.
L Low concentration of T&E species.
M Medium concentration of T&E species.
H High concentration of T&E species.
VH Very high concentration of T&E species.
OL O in cane fields, L in gullies and coastal areas.
NOTE: Individual rare species may grow within areas that have an overall low concentration
rating.
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Trampling Sensitivity
Shapefile Name:trampling
Layer Type: point
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Ahihi Kinau Natural Area Reserve
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD 83
Description:GPS locations of locations assessed for trampling sensitivity
Contact: Erin Naughton, Hawaii Institute of Marine Biology, Coral Reef Assessment and
Monitoring Program, P.O. Box 1346, Kaneohe, HI 96744, 808-236-7440, 808-236-7443 fax,
email: erinnaug@hawaii.edu
Layer Name:Water Bird Habitat Range
Shapefile Name:wbirdhab_n83
Layer Type: Polygon
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Islands of Kauai, Oahu, Maui, Molokai, Lanai and Hawaii
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4, Meters
Datum: NAD 83
Description:Forest bird, water bird and nene habitat ranges.
Source: Forest bird boundaries were digitized from 8.5 x 11 xerox copies of maps found within J.
Michael Scott's book, 'Forest Bird Communities of the Hawaiian Islands: Their Dynamics,
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Ecology and Conservation.' Water bird boundaries and Nene habitat boundaries were digitized
from boundaries which were hand drafted onto USGS paper maps, at scales of 1:62,500 (Kauai,
Oahu, Maui, Molokai and Lanai) and 1:250,000. These maps were provided by DLNR's
Division of Forestry and Wildlife (DOFAW).
History: Digitized in 1991 in Arc/Info version 5 using ArcEdit by the Office of State Planning
(OSP) from maps described above.
Attributes: AREA area of polygon (sq. meters)
PERIMETER perimeter of polygon (meters)
<COVER># Polygon internal number (for Arc/Info use)
<COVER>-ID Polygon ID (for Arc/Info use)
Arcs: FNODE# From Node Number (for Arc/Info use)
TNODE# To Node Number (for Arc/Info use)
LPOLY# Left Polygon Number (for Arc/Info use)
RPOLY# Right Polygon Number (for Arc/Info use)
LENGTH Length (meters)
<COVER># Arc Internal Number (for Arc/Info use)
COVER-IDArc ID (for Arc/Info use)
FLAG Source of Arc
FLAG Definition
0 Digitized arc
1 Extracted arc (from 1:24,000 DLGs)
2 Closure arc
3 Coastline arc
9 Other
Notes: There are a variety of coverages that make up this layer. They include individual species'
habitat ranges,
AkepaHab ('akepa: Scarlet or yellow-green honey creeper)
AkiaHab ('akialoa: Hawaiian honey creeper w/ long curved bill)
AmaHab ('amakihi: Hawaiian honey creeper)
ApapaHab ('apapane: Hawaiian honey creeper)
CreepHab(Creeper)
IiwiHab ('I'iwi: Scarlet Hawaiian honey creeper - same as 'akialoa)
IoHab ('io: Hawaiian hawk)
OlomauHab(Oloma'o: Lanai & Molokai thrush)
Aggregate Forest Bird Ranges derived from individual species listed above, FBirdHab
Aggregate Water Bird Habitat Range, derived from source listed above, WBirdHab
and the Nene Goose Habitat Range, NeneHab
Not all bird species are represented on every island. The Kauai Nene habitat range includes
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potential Nene habitats and Nene nesting sites in addition to existing Nene habitats.
There is another set of bird habitat range layers, which was derived from vegetation maps, and
was created by the US Fish and Wildlife Service. This data can be found in the "birdhab2"
directory.
Due to the amibiguous nature of this data, and the poor quality of the maps from which the data
was digitized, these coverages should be used for general reference purposes only.
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:
Water Quality Classifications
Shapefile Name: ClassWater
Layer Type:
Polygon
Status:
Complete
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection:
Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum:
NAD 83
Description:
This dataset contains those marine Water Quality Standards Classifications
surrounding the main Hawaiian Islands as specified in Hawaii Administrative Rules Title 11,
Department of Health, Chapter 54 Water Quality Standards.
Source : DOH Water Quality Classification Maps, DOH Water Quality Classification jpg's
History: The original Water Quality Classifications dataset, Wqclass, was first transformed
from UTM Zone 4, Old Hawaiian to UTM Zone 4, NAD 83 using the Hawaii Datums and
Projections extension in ArcView 3.2. The transformed dataset was amended to incorporate the
following changes: 1)Kahoolawe erased from water standards classification polygon, 2)Sand
Island erased from water standards classification polygon, 3)corrected the water standards
classification boundary between Kahoolawe and Maui, 4)corrected the water standards
classification designations around Hawaii island, 5)corrected the water standards classification
designation around Kahoolawe, and 6)deleted the polygons representing land masses (i.e.
islands).
Jpeg images were downloaded from the State Department of Health’s website and displayed in
ArcView using the Jpeg Image Support extension. The images were positioned and manipulated
to correspond with the Niihau coastline using the Image Georeferencing Tools and Image
Analysis extensions. The Niihau coastline is part of the State’s coastline layer. The water
standards classifications boundary around Niihau was digitized from the jpeg. The Niihau water
standards classification boundary was then merged with the amended class water dataset.
Completed December, 2002.
Attributes: AREA
Area of polygon in square meters
PERIMETER
Perimeter of polygon in meters
ACRES
Area of polygon in acres
WQCLASS#
Polgyon internal (from original file in Arc/Info)
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WQCLASS_ID
Polygon ID (from original file in Arc/Info
DESCRIPT
Location/description of object
CLASS
Water Quality Classification - "A" or "AA"
STANDARD
Marine standard for the polygon
Attribute Value Definitions: CLASS
Class A. (from Hawaii Administrative Rules, Title 11, Chapter 54):
It is the objective of class A waters that their use for recreational purposes and aesthetic
enjoyment be protected. Any other use shall be permitted as long as it is compatible with the
protection and propagation of fish, shellfish, and wildlife, and with recreation in and on these
waters. These waters shall not act as receiving waters for any discharge which has not received
the best degree of treatment or control compatible with the criteria established for this class. No
new sewage discharges will be permitted within embayments. No new industrial discharges shall
be permitted within embayments, with the exception of:
(A) Acceptable non-contact thermal and drydock or marine railway discharges, in the following
water bodies:
(i) Honolulu Harbor, Oahu;
(ii) Barbers Point Harbor, Oahu;
(iii) Keehi Lagoon Marina Area, Oahu;
(iv) Ala Wai Boat Harbor, Oahu; and
(v) Kahului Harbor, Maui.
(B) Storm water discharges associated with industrial activities (defined in 40 C.F.R. Section
122.26(b)(14)) which meet, at the minimum, the basic water quality criteria applicable to all
waters as specified in section 11-54-04, and all applicable requirements specified in the chapter
11-55, titled "Water Pollution Control"; and
(C) Discharges covered by a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System general permit,
approved by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and issued by the Department in
accordance with 40 C.F.R. Section 122.28 and all applicable requirements specified in chapter
11-55, titled "Water Pollution Control".
Class AA. (from Hawaii Administrative Rules, Title 11, Chapter 54):
It is the objective of class AA waters that these waters remain in their natural pristine state as
nearly as
possible with an absolute minimum of pollution or alteration of water quality from any humancaused source
or actions. To the extent practicable, the wilderness character of these areas shall be protected.
No zones of mixing shall be permitted in this class:
(A) Within a defined reef area, in waters of a depth less than 18 meters (ten fathoms); or
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(B) In waters up to a distance of 300 meters (one thousand feet) off shore if there is no defined
reef area and if the depth is greater than 18 meters (ten fathoms). The uses to be protected in
this class of waters are oceanographic research, the support and propagation of shellfish and
other
marine life, conservation of coral reefs and wilderness areas, compatible recreation, and
aesthetic enjoyment. The classification of any water area as Class AA shall not preclude other
uses of the waters compatible with these objectives and in conformance with the criteria
applicable to
them;
Attribute Value Definitions: STANDARD
1
Restrictive
2
Open Coastal Waters
3
Oceanic Waters
NOTE: Data not to be used for navigational purposes. Data were not reviewed or authenticated
by the Office of Coast Survey, NOAA National Ocean Service. NOAA is not responsible for the
use of these data as a navigational tool.
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Water Quality Monitoring Sites
Shapefile Name:wqsites_n83
Layer Type: Point
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD 83
Description:Locations of water quality monitoring sites
Source: U.S. EPA provided latitude/longitude coordinates for STORET sites; SOH/DOH
provided latitude/longitude coordinates for ODES sites.
History: Files provided by sources above were converted to point coverages using the Arc/Info
GENERATE command by Ogden Environmental in 1994 in Arc/Info version 6.1.2. Generated
coverages were then projected into UTM Zone 4, Old Hawaiian Datum.
Note 1: Fresh water monitoring sites were not checked by DOH. Several were not located
directly on streams (based on lat/long) - Ogden recommended locational checks on these sites.
Note 2: For more information, refer to "Final Report: Comprehensive Management of Coastal
Resources, Phase1," Ogden Environmental Services for the Coastal Zone Management Program,
Office of Planning, June 1994.
Attributes: AREA Point layer - not used
PERIMETER Point layer - not used
WQSITES#Point internal number (for Arc/Info use)
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WQSITES-ID Point ID (for Arc/Info use)
SITEID ID used in original database (STORET or ODES)
SITENAMESite name from orig. database (STORET or ODES)
COASTCODEType of site - marine or fresh water site
DRAWCODE Code to determine where to draw label text
DATABASE Database source of site (STORET or ODES)
SYMBOL Code to determine draw symbol for site
SITENAME_SHORT Short version of site name
COASTCODEDefinition
1 Marine site
2 Fresh water site
DRAWCODE Definition
1 Label drawn to UR of label point
2 Label drawn to LL of label point
3 Label drawn to LR of label point
4 Label drawn to UL of label point
SYMBOL Definition
23 STORET, Fresh water
24 STORET, Marine
52 ODES (all marine sites)
Note: For more information regarding attribute codes and citations, please see the final report for
the Comprehensive Management of Coastal Resources - Phase I (Ogden, 1994).
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Watersheds
Shapefile Name:wshedpy_n83, wshedln_n83
Layer Type: Polygon, Line
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Islands of Niihau, Kauai, Oahu, Molokai, Lanai, Maui, Kahoolawe and Hawaii
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4 (Meters)
Datum: NAD 83
Description:Watershed Unit Boundaries for the 8 major hawaiian islands, generated in Arc/Info
and GRID using USGS DEM data.
Source: GDSI, 1995
History:
General: Most arcs were created automatically from digital elevation model (DEM) data of
Arc/INFO GRID watershed commands as described in the report "State Definition and
Delineation of Watersheds" submitted along with these coverages. Arcs which could not be
automatically created were manually digitized either on-screen (for small arcs and those across
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nearly flat areas) or from paper topographic quadrangle maps 1:24,000 scale (for longer arcs).
Coastline arcs were copied from the ALLCOAST coverage from the Office of State Planning.
There is an arc attribute to identify the source of each arc.
Automatic: Most arcs were created automatically from smoothed 1:24,000 scale DEMs from the
USGS. After smoothing, these were considered to be about equal to 1:100,000 scale DEMs.
Therefore, the arcs derived from them are similar to those that could be defined from 1:100,000
contour maps. However, for Big Island, this was only done for the northeast coast. The rest of
the island was generated automatically from 1:250,000 scale DEMs from the USGS.
Manual: Manual arcs were added where automatic boundaries crossed a stream (usually in the
upper headwaters) and where topography became so flat that automatic delineation was not
possible (usually along the lower coastal areas).
Attributes: FNODE# From Node # (for Arc/Info use)
TNODE#
To Node # (for Arc/Info use)
LPOLY#
Left Polygon # (for Arc/Info use)
RPOLY#
Right Polygon # (for Arc/Info use)
LENGTH
Length (Length of arc in meters)
<ISL>WSHDS# Arc Internal Number (for Arc/Info use)
<ISL>WSHDS-ID Arc ID (for Arc/Info use)
FLAG
Initial source
HOWDIG
How digitized
HGUBND
Hydrographic Unit boundary
SUBBND
Sub-unit boundary
FLAG Definition:
0 Watershed boundary
3 Coastline
HOWDIG Definition:
A Automatically generated
M Manually digitized
HGUBND Definition:
Y Yes
N No
SUBBND Definition:
Y Yes
N No
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
Layer Name:Whale Marine Sanctuary
Shapefile Name:hihwnms
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Layer Type: Polygon
Status: Complete
Geog. Extent: Main Hawaiian Islands
Projection: Universal Trans Mercator, Zone 4, Meters
Datum: NAD 83
Description:Humpback Whale National Marine Sanctuary boundaries for the State of Hawaii.
Source: NOAA National Marine Sanctuary Program
History: Received by Office of Planning from NOAA National Marine Sanctuary Program,
March, 2006. OP staff projected from geographic to UTM coordinates. Please see hihwnms.xml
for more information as to compilation procedures.
Attributes: SANCTUARYSanctuary Name
DATUM Geographic Datum of Coordinates
AREA_NAMESanctuary Area Name
POLY_ID Polygon ID
AREA_KMArea in square kilometers
AREA_NMArea in square nautical miles
AREA_SM Area in square statute miles
AREA_ACRES Area in acres
Contact: Joan Delos Santos, Office of Planning, State of Hawaii,
PO Box 2359, Honolulu, Hi. 96804; (808) 587-2895.
email: JDelos_Santos@dbedt.hawaii.gov
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